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WAR BETWEEN
AMERICA AND
JAPAN ALMOST UNTHINKABLE.

FLEETS RUSHED TO PACIFIC
Great War Event

of Twentieth Century
Probably Occupy Rim of
Pacific Saucer.
London. The Daily Mail in an''edl-lorla- l
article on the Japanese-Americasituation Bays:
"Around the Immense area of thi
Pacific ocean the embattled nations
of the world are gathering as the nations gathered around the Mediterranean 2,000 years ago. Careful observers universally will agree that the great
events of the twentieth century probably will be occupied within the rim of

'this vast saucer.
"War between Japan and America is
almost unthinkable. We believe the
intentions of the statesmen of both
countries to be protmiuajy pacific,
the incidents at San Francisco are
not responsible for the movements ot
the American fleet.Á
"Japan commenced the war with
Russia, without previous decision, by
destroying half th6 Russian fleet. Such
a move was very effective the first
time it was performed, and henceforth
no nation will wait for a formal declaration of war, but will be ready to
strike while there aré yet no signs of
o diplomatic rupture.
"The cautious and wise statesmen
directing American policy are not vio- iating prudence in deciding to concentrate their forces in the region where
the eye can detect the menace on ths
obscure horizon."

t

Tokio. The Asahi prints an inter-"viewith an influential Japanese naval expert, who says:
"It would be improper to Infer a
demonstration in the transfer of th
American fleet to the Pacific. This
movement is part of a prearranged
plan and Is a result of the constant
growth of the American navy and the
increasing importance of Pacific interests from the strategic need. No significance can be attached unless rvt
d
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"Teddy Bears" Mean Race Suicide.
8t. Joseph, Mo. The "Teddy Bear"
fad was severely scored by Rev.
Michael G. Esper from the pulpit In
St. Joseph's Catholic Church. The
priest held that the toy beasts in the
hands of little girls were destroying
all Instincts of motherhood, and in the
future would be realized as one of the
most powerful factors in the race suicide danger.
Father Esper spoke earnestly to bis
congregation for fifteen minutes on the
subject, exhorting all parents to replace the doll in the affections of children and discard the Teddy bear forever.
"There Is something natural," said
Father Esper, "in the case of a doli
by a little girl. It Is the first manifestation of the feeling of motherhood.
In the development of these motherly
instincts lies the hope of all nations.
It is a monstrous crime to do anything that will tend to destroy these
Instincts. That is what the Teddy
bear is doing, and that Is why it is
going to be a factor in the race suicide problem if the custom Is not
suppressed.
"It is terrible enough that the present generation of parents In the country are leading us into grave danger
by the practice of race suicide. If we
cannot awaken them, let us at least
ave the future generations."

'

Set Gopher on Fire.
Cheyenne, Wyo. The torturing of
pop her 8 by Greek section hands at Salt
Welio has been brought to the atten- tlon of the Humane Society and an
example will be made ot some of the
more barbarous aliens. A popular
form of amusement among them is to
goaft the gophers in kerosene and lo
ret them afire, the antics of the
animals being considered highly
ludicrous. Another pastime is to hold
the gophers In the flame of a railroad
fignaj light until they expire. A blaa- pala-eraie- d
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FATAL WRECK ON .
THE HEBRON BRANCH

Two Babet Are Drowned.
Saratoga, Wyo. The
ton of Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Lee fell into
the creek near the ranch house oa
Spring creek and was drowned. The
mother was alone at the time and
waded in the dísen. water of the creek
until she found há body.
EvanstonjWWyo.
The
nilrt of Mif? C. Williams of Rock
Springs, who 1s visii ing friends at Robertson was drowned in an irrigating
ilitch at that place.
From the Raton Range.
The Willow coal run train on the
Was Prepared to Make
Hebron branch of thfc Santi Fe was
Desperate Resistance. wrecked shortly before 11 o'clock
.
In mskiaar att examination of the yesterday morning, one mile west of
body of Be jley Brcwn, the prisoner at Preston, while returning from Willow
the count'jail who made an attempt with a load of coal, resulting in the
to escape last Thursday morning instant death of Engineer Michael
and who titas killed in the struggle Wiedenbeck, the serious and perhaps
with Depntv Sheriff Gale, an impro- fatal injury of Fireman Clinton D.
vised sling shot made out of the com- Crabtree, while head Brakeman C. D.
bination knob of a lock was found, Estes was badly scalded about the
tied to Brown's right arm. It was face, neck and
back.
also discovered that locks in the jail
The
engine
left the rack while
had been tampered with, but done in
such a manner that nothing but a care- rounding a curve and seven loaded
coal cars piled on top of it. The
ful examination revealed the fact.
It is plainly evident that it was locomotive, No. C48, which had gone
into service on this run only the day
Brown's intention to put up a
struggle for liberty and it was before, was partly turned around and
due only to the energy and courage turned over on its side. It is claimeJ
shown by Mr. Gale that he did not. that the track was in poor shape.
The body of Brown wag buried MonAs soon as word of the wreck was
day. It was' learned after the shootreceived in Raton, Trainmaster Suming that he came from a gocd family
mers and the wrecker left for the
in Los Angeles, Cal., at whose expense
scene, but as soon as the extent of
be was buried.
the wrck was learned, the steam
crane from Las Vegas was dispatched
Prilliant.
to the wreck and it was after midnight before the track was cleared
The injured were brought to this
Ed Triplett, of Gardiner, has gone
to Koehler for a few days' visit, and city as quickly as possib'e and taken
The
from there will leave for Chicago, to the Santa Fe dispensary.
of
body
the
reengineer
was
not
where he intends to reside.
covered until some little time after
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McXeish, who
the accident occurred, it being lodged
have been visiting Mr. and Mr?.
in the cab, and was brought to the
Thomas McNeish, of Brilliant, for
Fugate-Frundertaking
rooms in
the past few weeks, have left for
this city.
Colorado Springs.
The most serious injury sustained
Thomas Gardiner, of Koehler, has by Fireman Crabtree, who was unbeen appointed mine superintendent
conscious when remove, was a
at Brilliant.
fractured skull, while he was badly
Mrs. Amo9 Jones and daughter bruised about the body. Brakeman
Estes was a new man on the run, hav
Minnie, spent the Fourth in Trinidad.
William Poyser was severely injured in the mine at Brilliant last
week and had the misfortune to break
his leg in two placee.
William Crutehley, of this place,
has been spending several days in
Trinidad..
Business has been good in town
Shell Gillum, of Raton, is installweek.
this
electrical
at
Brilliant.
appliances
ing
J. W. Plunkctt went up to Dawson
Wednesday.
John C. Taylor visited Dawson this
Real Estate Transfers.
week on business.
The following real estate transfers
J. M. Valdez went up to Raton
have been recorded in the office of Monday on business.
the county olerk since the last issue:
The first consignment of wool this
Jul y 1 John S. Whitney to Hattie season arrived here this week.
L. Lane, lots 12 and 13 and northiialf
Dr. Hopkins went up to Maxwell
of lot 11, block 1, North Side addition City Thursday on a professional visto Raton. Consideration (1,000.
it.
Rev. F. E. Finley held divine serJuna 28 C. E. Harney to George
D. Parrish, portion of section 28, vices at Red River, Taos coiinty, last
township 25 north, range 22 east. Sunday.
D. A. Clouthier and H. C. Abbott
Consideration 1250.
July 1 Hugo Seaberg to Gertie went up to Raton Monday morning,
Gray, lots 17, 18 and 19, block 13, returning at noon.
M. M. Salazar and daughter, Miss
original townsite of Raton. ConsidInez, went up to Raton Monday aftereration (2,600.
noon, returning Wednesday.
July 1 The Colfax Sheep tsompany
Mr. Whitworth, of Curtis, Oklahoto Louis Clausing, tract of land in ma, father of Mrs. F. E. Finley of
township 31 north, range 25 east, this city, came in Wednesday.
township 30 north, range 25 east.
Miss Lillian Gist returned WednesConsideration 1 14,1 50.
day from her visit of several weeks
June 27 Juanita S. Gonzales to with relatives at Gower, Mo.
Julian Martinez, 160 acres in townCecil Collins and Roy Clouthier
ship 27 north, racge 25 east. Con- were down from Dawson last Sunday
on a short visit with relatives.
sideration $450.
Miss Bell Brown came down from
April 12 J. H, Majors to Leta
Wednesday and enjoyed the
Dawson
lota
and
15
16.
Like,
block H, Covey
addition to Raton. Consideration 190. Glorious Independence Day in Springer.
June 17 John Morrow to A. J.
Miss Nellie Taylor who came up
SO
160
in
acres
township
Jr.,
from Las Vegas Wednesday, where
north, range 21 eastConsideration
she is attending normal school, for
$300.
the Fourth of July celebration.
June 5 W. A. Davis to W. A. Miss Jessie Kroenig, daughter of
Shallenberger.llots 13, 14 and 15, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Jenkins, with her
block 14, Maxwell North addition to baby, came up Monday evening from
Raton. Consideration $200.
Watrous and spent the Glorious
June 8 S. A. Wiseman to George Fourth here:
T. Peart, lots 1 to 9 and 16 to 24, inJohn C. Taylor, chairman of the
clusive, block 11, Park 'addition to Board of County Commissioners,
went up to Raton Sunday afternoon,
Raton. Consideration $100.
where he attended the regular quartJuly 6 Harry Jelfe to Fayette
lots 41 and 42, block 1, Highland erly meeting of the Board.
Harry Hankins from Denver and
addition to Raton. Consideration
his brother Homer from Chicago,
$540.
Juné 29 R. H. Carter to Daniel W. came in last Saturday and were met
here by their father, going up to the
Thomas, lots 11 and 12, block 23, mountains, where they will spend a
original townsite of Raton. Consid few weeks with their father.
eration $2,425.
Frank-Vancewho coutdli't be call

CONTRADICTING

DID MUCH
BUSINESS

ORCHARD'S

False In All," Says Attorney for Defense.
The defense in the Haywood case
believes it has shattered Orchard's
Killed,
Crab- - rredibilty as a witness by developing County Commissioners
glaring Inaccuracy in his testimony
concerning a comparatively trivial deHold Regular
tail of the attempt to assassinate Fred
of Coal
Bradley, the former superintendent of
Meeting.
the Bunker Hill and Sullivan mill.
When Mr. Richardson was grilling
ing entered tbe employ of the road
he comonlv the day before. He was taking Orchard on
The Honorable Board of County
to go into
pelled the
the .lace of Brakeman C. A. Baker for the minutest details of his attempt on Commissioners of Colfax County,
Orchard swore New Mexico, convened in regular
the lay.
the life of Bradley.
n
that he hid on the roof over the rear
of
Tiewound8 both received care- porch of the Bradley home and
at the Court House in the City
ful titention and the men were re- awaited the coming of the milkman. of Raton, in said County and Terrimoved to the Santa Fe hospital at La When the latter had deposited the
intended for the Bradley house- tory, at 9 o'clock, a. m., Monday,
Jui;U on a special car at 4:30 p. m. milk
hold Orchard said he descended and July 1st, 1007.
Cra'dree was pronounced to be in a poured a quantity of strychnine into
Present. J. C. Taylor, Chairman,
serous condition, but he stood the the glass jar. laid great stress on this E. N. Burch, Commissioner; E. G.
Richardson
joursey well and hopes are entertained incident and Orchard was emphatic Twitty, Clerk. Absent: David Crow,.
for his recovery. Mr. Estes' injuries when he reiterated the statement that Commissioner.
he had concealed himself on the roof
are sot regarded as serious.
Meeting called to order by the
of the porch.
Tae train ras in charge of Con-dThe defense submitted a number of Chairman, and the clerk read the
affidavits dealing with the Bradley af- minutes of the last meeting which
cor Cranor.
fair and one of these documents conA! ichael Wiedenbeck was one of the tained the statement that the roof upon motion, duly seconded, were approved as read.
best known railroad men in the em- over the Bradley porch was not conuntil six months after the exThe Board thereupon convened as
structed
ploy of tbe Santa Fe, and leaves a plosion.
a Board of Equalization for the purbe
should
alone
large circle of fiiends to mourn his
discrepancy
"That
pose of hearing complaints and obloss..- - He had been in the employ of sufficient to discredit all of Orchard's
testimony," said one ofthe attorneys jections against the raises in valuathe road for twenty-threyears and for the defense. "False in one, false tions of property returns for year
had been a resident of this city since in all," is a pretty good maxim. We 1907, made by the Board at its meetfirst
the
from
contended
tbe arly nineties. He was a man of have Orchard
rehearsing a ing in June, and to attend to such
that
wis
a quiet, retiring nature and disposi- carefully prepared confession. We other business as might be brought
many before them.
in
it
punctured
tion, attended strictly to business and have
, ,.
holt
Following
was regarded as a most careful engi- places, but this latest blow
reductions
made:
is the largest so far uncovered.
Precinct 6.
neer Dtceased was single, 43 years Orchard could not have concealed
Daniel Troy Land and Improveof Ee- and had resided at the Rogers himself on a roof which had not been
When being
ments, $550.00.
home on North Firnt street for a long constructed.
Orchard displayed the greiitest faPrecinct Q
a
He
was
tirn.
devoted member of miliarly with this particular roof. It
Florsheim' & Abbott Sheep, $7,
tbe Brotherhood of Locoriiotive Engi- had been a haven of refuge for him;
he knew every board used in its
000.00.
neers and of the Masonic Order.
Yet it was not constructed
Precinct 12.
His home was at Washington, la., until six months after the Urudley
Real Estate, $.'50.00.
Clouthier
Joe
renot
he
did
swears
and
he
where he has relatives.
.s
Precinct 19.
to the California
turn
aftr
The remains were sent east today his attempt to kill Bradley! Who told
Sp inier L. & I. Company
oa No. 2 to tbe old home of the de- Orchard about the roof he had never
I mprovement s
$joooo
into
ceased, Washington, la . and were es- seen? The state should inquirí' c:.se
Real Estate
500.00
that matter, as it seems a clear
corted from the undertaking parlors to of subornation of perjury."
Sheep
4,03500
The state, attaches no significance
the station by members of the BrothPrecinct 26
"The depositions
this inaccuracy.
Win.
Hrannin
Real Estate and
erhood of Locomotive Engineers and to
,
touching on the Bradley case subnill-t'-ditbe
Mawni? lodpia. Funeral
tend to sustain 'Orchard's story, Tmpts., $too.oo.
Taise sustained by the Board as
services will be held at the Iowa not to disprove it," ald Sehater Bo
rah.
follows:
heme.
A deposition by Witness Cummings.
Robert Kruger Real Estate and
read, stated that Cumminns had passed
the Bradley fiat half a minute before Improvements.
Annie Kruger Real Estate and
the explosion. A Jap boy was then
washing the steps. Orchard swore that Improvements.
Jap
he had placed the bomb after the
John Thomas Real Estate and
had quitted the steps.
Improvements.
"False

In One,

Engineer Wiedenbeck
Fireman
tree Seriously Injured and Brakeman Estes
Scalded in Derailment
Train.

--

Va-H-

least thirty ships have bon trans-lorretc the Pacific."
The Asahi also publishes an editorial
article setting forth the same views, it
iegreU the American fleet can not visi'1
Japan in order to enable Japan to reassert her sincerity and reciprocate
the naval hospitality extended to the
visiting Japanese warships at Jamestown. The paper also urges the abrogation of article II of the misting commercial treaty In order to put an end
feelto the cause of the
ing at San Francisco.
Almost all the newspapers treat the
matter with calmness, finding it Is
.natural for the United Dates to redistribute its naval forces as a result of
its imperial policy. They, too, generally express regret that it will be impossible for Japan to extend hospitality
to the American officers in return for
'that shown the Japanese officers at
,'!mestown.
The Asahi is an independent newspaper, popular among all classes, and
has probably the widest circulation in
Japan.
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ing gopher ran under a section nouse a
few days ago and set the structure on
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The type used in this heading is from the old plant of the Cimarron News and Press and was used for a heading for the paper in the seventies.
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News Notes From

Springer Stockman

Me-lacb-

Be-lisl-

,

ed a big policeman,

but who

is a New
Policeman, was in

Mexico Mounted
town Wednesday.
11. C. Gimson of the Roy country,
was in Springer Monday.
A citizen asked another a few years
ago what was tile reason for celebrating the Fourth of July, and he
was told it was in commennioratioii
of tlie day when Washington and his
army crossed the Delaware on the
ice.

The talk of completing the incorporation of Springer has been revived
again, this time among some of those
who formerly opposed it, but who
have since seen the necessity of incorporation and the benefits to be
derived by incorporation.
A marriage license was issued by
the county clerk yesterday to Etna
W. Van Horn, age 36, and Henry W,
Farmer, aged 37, both of Roy, N. M.
The couple were married last evening
about 8 o'clock at the clerk's office
by Judge D. C. de Baca. Wednesday's Las Vegas Optic.
J. E. Duchanois and daughter,
Katharine, of Cottonwood Falls, Kansas, came in Thursday of last week,
and will visit for some time with the
family of George G. King at Taylor.
"Twenty-eigh- t
years ago," said Mrs.
Duchanois, "I put the stone abutments in for the Santa Fe railway
bridge over the Cimarron here."
Arthur Fraker was in Springer
from his home Ocate Thursday and
Friday this week, and participated in
the Ball at the opera house Thursday
evening.
Arthur ha's for several
years been attending school at Las
Cruces and will spend two years more
there in order to complete a thorough
course in civil engineering.
That Wa All.
"Henry," she whispered, as though
fearful of the worst, "do you love me
less than a fortnight ago, when you
brought me some flowers or sweets
every night?"
"No, Evelina, no," he answered;
"but
is yet a week off, and I
generally get broke about the middle
pay-da-

of

y

the month."

Royal MagaaJne.

EXPLPOSION

Precinct 20
T. B, Lyon Rear Estate and

DUE TO GAS.

Im-

Attorney Darrow Takes the Witnesi provements.
Stand in Boise Trial.
Boise. Idaho. The entire mornins
session of the Haywood trial was taken
up Monday with the reading of tesM
mony offered by the defense on tin
subject of the explosion at the house ot
Fred Bradley in Washington street
Sr'an Francisco, In 1905. The testimony
was taken by a commission appointed
by Judge Wood, who is presiding at the
rnsent trial, and Is Intended to contradict Harry Orchard's story as to the
placing of a bomb on the front porch
(f the Bradley house as a part of ths
conspiracy alleged against the Wwt-erFederation of Miners and of which
the state asserts the Steuncnberg murder wa an incident.
The defense during the stay of th-commission In San Francisco secured
the testimony of Bradley himself and
several others expressing the belief
that the explosion was due to gas an1
declaring the havoc wrought was not
caused by dynamite. Orchard declared
the bomb arranged by him to be exploded when the front door was opened
contained about ten pounds of dynamite incased in a large section of lead
pipe.
The reading of the testimony, which
was taken in question and answer form,
was begun Immediately after the convening of court at 10 o'clock. Attorney
Clarence Darrow undertook the long
task and seated himself in the high witness chair facing the Jury.
The attorney read first the tes'lmonv
or Walter H. Llnforth, the owner or
the apartment house in which Bradley
lived. Linforth sued the gas company
n'st after the explosion and w;is
With tho
pwarded $10,000 damages.
Orchard confession as a basis the gas
company is seeking a new trial.
Llnforth, who lived in the next build
Ing to the apartments, declares th.?
noise of the explosion was terrific and
the windows in houses for blocks
liround were broken. Hurrying to the
rcene, Llnforth said he could not smell
any powder, nor did he see any fragments of lead.
In the basement of the apartment
house there are seven meters. Two
months after the explosion two plumb-r- s
found a hole in the back of one of
Ibe meters. The building was of frame
tnd gaa escaping In the cellar could
flue between the walls to the vestibule,
where the explosion occurred.

n
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We note that several Raton young
ladies, who were formerly enthusiastic rooters for their home town, now
claim to be from Cimarron, and say
that Raton is entirely off the map
when it conies to playing ball.

A.

J.

Brouilett

Real

Estate and

Improvements.
Frccinct 25
Real Estate
Lucy M.
and Improvements.
Mr. John Morrow appeared before
the Board in behalf of the Atchison.
Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company, and requested the Board to
withdraw the raise made on personal
property belonging to said Company
in Precinct 6; the Board after discussing the matter at length, ordered
the raise stricken from the tax rolls.
Mattie Beringer appeared before
the Board and asked for an adjustment of her taxes for the 2nd half of
the year 1890, and the 2nd half of the
year 1904; the Board after full discussion, instructed the Treasurer to
receive from Mattie Beringer the sum
of $14.23 in full payment of said taxes.
The Board thereupon adjourned to
meet Tuesday, July 2nd.
Tuesday, July and.
The Board met pursuant to adjournment, present the same Chairman and Commissioner and Clerk as
on yesterday.
The official bond of Win. Bolden
as Constable for Precinct No, 2,1 approved, ordered filed and the clerk
to issue certificate of apStone-breake-

pointment.
Official bond of Manuel Salazar as
Road Supervisor for Precinct No. 12.
approved, ordered filed and the clerk
structed to issue certificate of ap-

pointment.
The following Justice of the Teace
reports examined, approved and ordered filed:
Herman Funke.
Precinct
rrccinet 2 Francis Mayland.
rrecinct 3 J. S. Wilson.
C. M. Bayne.
Precinct
Precinct 12 J. F. Hutchison.
Ashe.
Precinct .mil
Precinct 20 F. P. Canton.
Block No. 45 of the Original Towa-sit- e
to the Town of Raton, N. M.,
sold to the County by Tax Sale Certificate No. 449, was found to be erroneous and the Treasurer is hereby
Continued on Poge 2.
1

7;

School IJistrict No. 36.. .005
School District No. 37.. .005
School District No. 40. . .005
Continued from first page
School District No. 41.. .005
School District No. 42.. .005
instructed to cancel same from the School District No.
.003
tax rolls and the Probate Clerk is Wild Animals (on 39..
all
also instructed to harmonize his
livestock)
.004
Mexico. books accordingly.
Cattle Indemity (on all
In the matter of taxes assessed
Cattle)
.00350
against Francisco Abeyta for the Sheep
.003
year 1905, it was determined by the
City of Raton.
Board that 9aid taxes stand as asCity
Purposes.. .004
General
sessed for that year, but that the
InBonded
on
Interest
for
taxes
the year 1906 be; stricken
debtedness
003
from the tax rolls, and the Treasurer
Water
.004
is hereby instructed to correct ins
Lights
002
books in accordance with this
Park Purposes
0005 .0133
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EDITORIAL v
Some criticism has been made
the killing of a prisoner at
the county juil while making au attempt to escape early Thursday morning, but we fail to see any justification for such criticism. It is the duty
of Mr. Gale, deputy sheriff and at
present acting sht riff of Colfax county,
to properly guard the jail and preveut
any prisoners from escaping.
hi shooting the primmer, Brown,
nho, it is claimed, had been a criminal
the greater portiooof his life, and who
was engaged in a despt rate effort to
obtain freedom, Mr. Gale did exactly
what he was sworn to do, his duty.
While of couise the killing of a
person is to be deplored, yet it seems
to us that any one else would have
done the same thing under like conditions and circumstances. It would
appear that the acting sheriff had a
clear idea as to bis duty and performed it like a tnan. Men of- - his
ta up aie alwnjs in demand. Ra.cn
Ra life.
con-cerui-

The report of Samuel Wright, Constable of Precinct No. 20, received,
approved , and the Clerk ordered to

ODE TO NOTHING.
I am happy to aing of the Joya of the
apring,
(In years when the spring really comes.)
And at metrical views of the styles and
the nena.
The lyre of my muse fairly hums.
And I like to write rhyme on the bright
summertime,
And odei on the climate In fall;
But moro than all this it ts exquisite bliss
To write verse about nothing at all!
It's easy to write when a theme Is In
sight.
And your subject is blossomed and ripe.
And any old bard will Hnd breathing less
f
hard
i Than rhyming
the news it's a pipe.
hV'lio couldn't be tired by such subjects
Inspired
As weather or love or baseball?
I
put hold it a feat that is dainty and
neat
To write verse about nothing it all.
To cause readers to hunt for a thought In

your stunt.
you've, taken great pains to ex
elude
Each phrase that might be a clear- '
headed Idea,
Nor allowed jiny sense to Intrude
you U chortle,
fVli! that is what moves
and proves
Viewing The South Pole.
That your skill Is as great as your gall;
Boston. V.jss. I'eiclval Lowell, di- And It's ust'isa to hide my professional
pride
rector of tin? great
at
Flagstaff, Arizona, has rittail-sfme In lids verso about nothing at all!
1:1s
of the rusults of
obsi rvations of
Cleveland Leader.
Mara made this month.
year
b;
This
there has en opportunThe Royal Road.
ity to view the south pole of that
Struggling Author Why, De Poesy:
planet and In so doing some onflrma-tio- how
pro?! erous you look! Was your
has been secured of what was
Keen fourteen years ago when that last book of poems a success?
De Posey No-can't say that It
part of Mars was last under view. As
with the earth, the snow cap of the was.
outh pole Is much larger than that
"Published a popular novel, perof the north pole, and the melting of haps?"
this has now been seen under excel"No."
lent conditions. Mr. Lowell has been
"Ah, then you have written a play,
ble to view particularly well the phe- I have always
held that play writing,
nomena of the melting of the southern
fvhlle not the highest lorm of art, was
polar cap.
'
The cap at first observation was tievertheless
"1 have written no play."
enormous in extent, covering an arc
n the planet's surface of more than
"You haven't? Where did these fine
100 degrees.
come from? How did you
At the second presenta(lothes
tion this cap had diminished greatly,
handsome turnout?"
and at Its base were certain appear"I have abandoned literature , and
ances that seem to bear out Mr. Low-til'peddling clams." N. Y. Weekly.
Idea of vegetation. The first presentation of a large area adjoining the
The Inexorable Law.
polar cap showed this to be a dark
"Sir," we said timidly to the canal
bank lying between the snows and the
who, who ts Idly toying with the masscontinental areas.
It was a curious appearance at first, ive Jeweled seal on his heavy gold
ecause these Intermediate areas were watch guard, "pray tell us why coal
supposed to b light ones and bad Is so much cheaper In April than in
keen already defined and given names October."
as seas and Islands.
"It is the law of demand and supAt the second presentation of this
region, the dark color had diminished ply," he responded.
"Would you mind explaining what
ind there were symptoms of dark
lines, separating lighter spots. As the you mean by those familiar words?"
"Not at all. We demand the money
ame area came In rotation for the
and you supply it." Judge.
uilid time to the observer at the
the light Islands were distinct
as they had been noted In charting
A Horrible Experience.
ot Mars, and they were divided as
Mac Booth Rantlfijton (the tragethey should be by darker lines.
dian) Talk about hall storms! Why,
A second Important observation has
keen the connection of certain of the once In Missouri I got caught ki a
taown
canals with bays which ball storm and. you may believe me
formed along the polar cap as It or not, but I'll swear the hall stones
melted.
There wag for a while no were as large as hens' eggs!
aiiih connection to be seen and It
Manager (of Billville Grand Opera
iiht have been assumed that the ca- House) Gosh! You must have felt
sáis observed were not connected relieved when the fust one struck: you
with the south at all. but rather with and
didn't bust! Puck.
the north pole, across the equator, but
here at last was the evidence of an
actual physical connection with the HARD UP'S PROFITABLE RABBIT
ACT. .
pile which was at the time In a melt-ma- t
condition.
This phenomenon, although before observed In the north.
Has been seen for the first time at the
time at the southern pole.
When

i

s

tele--op-

Repairs
Roads
and- -

Srntí' Fe, N. M. Jar L. Clarke ct
Toriancp, under indiotmeiit for Ihe
Killing of another cowboy, was tho

principal witness when the penitentiary Investigation was resumed here.
Clarke
been nt the penitentlai'r
hr safe keeping, and he gav
testimony a.- to what he
and experience,!
i'o there
We declared that prisoners ut.: fre.
uently kept for days In dark cells in
oiitary continement and given food
mat was rotten.
Convict Claud.i
IHane, the witness said, had been kp
in solitary confinement and given so
luic to eat ror days that he was unable to walk unsupported wh-taken
our
Clarko caused a shudder anion? tho
sensi-llonal-

002

Bridge...
Feeding Prisoners...

Special

Sinking

y

Fund

.00150
00075

d

Toney. who had fainted, was
to revive him after water had
failed to do so.
Clarke .ild he weighed 197 pounds
when taken to Ihe penitentiary and
IB2 when reluised.
lie Bald that the food was served
lo the prisoners two and throe times
rvr, being sent back to them after it
bad become stale and rotten.
earned

lubber"

wr getting far

away from the
ailddle ages in Berlin when an editor
tells a count who challenges him to a
duel to chase himself around the
lock.
Tuey

Germany is for peace, according to
Herr Buehlberg. aad It la going to
have it, even If It baa to lick' every
ether country In Europe) to do so.

Total Territorial

454
453
456

457'
458

459
460
461
462
463
464
465
46S

467
468
469

..470
471
472
473
474
473

,

I

School
School

Spceial Levies.
District No. 1.. .005
District No. 2.. .oos
District No. 3.. .005
District No. 5.. 095
District No. 6.. .005
District No. 7.. .003
District No. 8.. .003
District No. 10.. .004
District No. 12.. .005
District No. 13.. .005
District No. 14.. .004
District No. 13.. .003
District No. 16.. .005
District No. 17.. .oos
District No. 18.. .003
District No. 19.. .005
District No. 20.. .003
District No., 21.. .003
District No. 23.. oos
District No. 24.. .003
District No. 26., .003
District No. 27.. .003
Dis,riet Ko- 28.. .003
District No. 29.. .003
District No. 32.'. .003
District No. 33.. .005

504
503
306
-- S07
508
509

G. A. Bell
.02150 Oscar Troy
Joes Gutierez

and

County

School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
A 8tory Without Wordi.
School
School
With the Big Dipper.
School
Thi world I' riishln
ahead, my boy.
And who knows but what some day
School
Th millionaire milkman, In a biff airship. School
May atart akinimln
the Milky WayT
School
Chi. uk.) Dally Newa.
School
School
Had the Beit of Him.
Mrs. N. Peck Sir! Before I
School
you I was used to having the School
best of everythln;.
School
Mr. N. Peck
And you do still, my
School
I
For
when
proposed you said
dear.
that f van pvurvthinv trt vm, an.t School
ver since you've alwayt got the beat ,Scho1
School
of me.

Advertise in the New and Pres?,

449
450
431
452
453

03550

Commission

Joe Haser
T. B. Martin
Oscar Troy
Alfred Haffer
Elmer Elliott
John Wallace
Gus Brackett
Edward Gillespie
Ed Duffy
Geo. Harberger

it't's fees
50.55
J. Merrill, wild animal bounty
warrant No. 530
10.00
J. C. Tyalor, commissioner sal
ary and mileage
210.01
E. N. Burch, commissioner sal-- .
ary and mileage
200.00
300
2.00 David Crow, commissioner sa
ary and mileage
2.00
200.00
7.00 Sam Wright,
constable fees,
36.00
Precinct 20
67.00
1. 00
Hobbs Hardware Co., supplies
for roads
2.00
16.30
1.03 E X. Burch, assistance to pau
1. 00
pers
12.00
1. 00
No other business appearing, the
2.00 Board then adjourned to meet Mon
2.00 day, August 5th, A. D., 1907.
2.00
J. C. TAILOR, Chairman
1.00

3.00
4.00
4.00
1. 00
4.00

46.OO

313
516
517
518
519
320
521
522
323
524
525
. .

i. 00
300
1. 00
2.00

300
2.00

900
10.00
1. 00
4.00

300
2.00
2.00
I9.OO

300
4.00
9 00
4.00
21.06

300
1. 00
1. 00

127.00

700

1. 00
6.00
6.00
1. 00

11.00
1. 00
4.00
22.00

300
6.00

Soo

328
329

Soo

.526
.'.527

TWITTY, Clerk.

1. 00

CO.NVCNTION BEAR3 FRUIT.

1. 00

79.00
22.00
1. 00
3 00
1. 00

.

E. G.

Soo

1. 00

.513

Attest:

3 00

3 00

si4

'.

stationery, etc
25.95
Thomas Harberger, interpreter
fees J. P. court
2.00
300
20.00 I Springer W. & E. L. Co., water
rent Springer Court House. 12.50
4.00
14.00 Gate City Lumber Co., lumber
o.i8
for bridges
1.00
28. 75
2.00 Marion Littrell, sheriff's fees..
45.00 Marion Littrell, jailor and jani
1. 00
tor salary..
140.QO
& Wharrie,
black- 4.00 Btucher
smithing
8.15
i.00
2.00 Pauly Jail Bld'g Co., balance
2.00
due on new jail
849.02
20.00 Douglas Wright, deputy slier
100

311
.

125.66

300

'....512

E. O. Brown

Jose Cruz
Oscar Troy
Gus Brackett
J. Hixenbaugh,
press, etc

PrintingMexican
3 00 New
books, stationery, etc
2.00
200 Geo. D. Barnard & Co., books.

sro

,

Rich Bros.
H. W. Adams
Mrs. S. D. Higgins

E. G.

Co.

2.00
2.00
6.00

Oscar Troy

002

-

uiwctators, attorneys and witness?)
hen he told how a negro convict

447
448

W. T. Wilson
H. W. Adams
Jacob Klautchnec
Uracca Ranch Co

001

(outside Raton)

1

442.
443
444
445
445

S. H. Rogers

Bridges

On

SOLD

General

.

Court House and Jail

Prison Horror.

28.15

BOUGHT

J. S. WILSON

John Henning
presented to the Board Gus Brackett
by the Pueblo Bridge Company, of John T. Wilson ....... .476
Pueblo, Colorado, for the construc W. L. Popejoy
477
tion of a steel bridge across Raton Jerome Troy
478
arroya, in East Raton, for the sum H. W. Adams
...479
of $800.00; there being no bids re E. O. Tade
...480
ceived from the advertisement for the Augestin Lucero
481
construction of a pile and truss Tillie Schwacheim
482
.
tiridge, the board accepted the bid of R A. Irwin
...... ...483
the Pueblo Bridge Co., and the clerk W. K. Irwin
484
was instructed to notify said Compa- - jMilt Blanchfield
485
ny to appear before the Board at the W. K. Irwin
486
next regular meeting, August 5th, C. L. Youngblood
487
1907, and sign contracts for the con Jose Abel Lopez
488
struction of said bridge. The County Patt Hidelgo
489
of Colfax is to pay $300 and the City H, W. Adams
490
of Raton to pay the sum of $300.00 Jose de Herrara
491
for the construction of said bridge.. Clarence Whistler
492
Following Tax Levies made for the Oscar Troy
493
ear 1907, as provided by law;. in and B. F. Owen
494
for the County of Colfax, Territory Clarence Whistler
......495
of New Mexico:
Wat Spencer
496
.014
Geo. Harberger
497
unds.
On Each Dollar Valuation Steve Wilson
498
Territorial
014 Mills W. M. Mclntyre
499
County
Mills T. R. Cole
500
General County
Hen-- y
005
Livren
....501
Court
004
Geo. Doyle
502
Interest
00225
Albert Lojek
503
003

Provis-

Real Estate

Springer,

A bid was

School

Remsberg Merc. Co.,
ions for road outfit

AND

C. E. HARTLEY

appointment.

......

56-6-

Live Stock

Twitty, stamps, express,
Parties wishing to buy or sell either
telegrams and June salary as
Live stock or tieai estate, will
Dcp'y Dist. Clerk
4' IS
do well to call on or list their
property or stock with me
Chas. B. Averill, labor on roads 10.00
S. H. Rogers, labor on roads
Special Levy School
District
65.00 Proprietor of the Hartlev Meat Market
No. 11
and bridges
meats ror sate Dy.tne quarter
Interest Fund, School District
New Mexico Penitentiary,
at all times
No. 11
board of Colfax county criminals
.012 E. G. Twitty, salary for quart250.00
er ending
The following bills against the
N. M.
County received, audited, approved Daniel Sandoval, salary for
quarter ending
152:00
and the Clerk ordered to draw war
B. F. Jackson, deputy sheriff's
rants in payment thereof:
100.00
fees
labor on
Geo. Woodhouse,
$ 9500 C. R. Bass, M. D., praessional
public lands
10.00
services
Wild Animal Bounty Claims.
Amt. T. B. Hart, professional ser
No.
vices
32.30
Wm..Walp
Black-smithin- g,
437
4000
4j8 $ loo Blossberg Merc. Co., supplies
W. J. Fulton
for quarantine camp
Wag209.20
Manuel Romero ....... .439
100
Joseph C. Smith
2.00 Marion Littrell, sheriffs fees..
9.00
440
2
Crystal Ice Co., ice for offices.
A. Bartilino
7.00
44'

'
file same.
Upon a petition signed by the citizens and tax payers of the upper
Ponil Creek for the establishment of
a new precinct on the lines of what
was formerly known as Precinct No.
11, and heretofore abolished, it is
hereby ordered that a new precinct
be and is hereby created and here-fte- r
to be known as Precinct No.
26, i i.iil Park, in the County of
Colfax, 1 jrritory of New Mexico, on
the lines . of what was formerly
known at Precinct No. 11 and better
described as follows:
Commencing at the summit of the
Costillo Peak at the western bound- iT. C. Sewall
ary line of Colfax County, thence J. M. Trujillo
southeasterly and east along the Edgar Elliott
southern boundary of Precinct No. Jose Cruz
10 to the northeast corner of TownMark Brown
ship 29 north of Range 18 east; thence M. M. Salazar
south along the range line between Ramon Abreu
Ranges 18 and 19 east, about thirteen Millicent J. Wood
miles f the northeast corner of Pre- T. J. Jackson
cinct No. 2; thence northwester!1 fol- C. E. Blackdum
lowing the northern boundary of Pre- W. T. Wilson
cinct No. 2 about twelve miles to a The Uracca Ranch
point on the divide about three miles Tom B. Gillespie
north of Baldy Peak on the eastern W. H. Wilson
boundary line of Precinct No. 1; and Guillermo Martinez
thence due north to the point of
Guillermo Martinez
Guillermo Martinez
The Board then adjourned to Meet Guillermo Martinez
Wednesday, July Jrd, at 8:30 o'clock Lewis Lynch
a. m.
F. O. Simpson
The Board met pursuant to ad C. L. Youngblood
journment, Wednesday, present, the Jas. L. Smith
same Chairman, Commissioner and O. N. Morris
Clerk as on yesterday.
Oscar Troy
Roliert Van Houten was appointed Gus Brackett
Justice of the Peace of Precinct No. H. Groenveld
26 and William Whiteman appointed Wat Spencer
Constable of said precinct.
T. R. Cole
The bond of Robert Van Houten Rich Bros
was presented to the Board, found Oscar Troy
sufficient, ordered filed and the Clerk W. S. McCloud
instructed to issue certificated said Ed Coker

...

Labor on roads.. 12.00
Raton Publishing Co., publishing Commissioners Proceed
ings
7023
v
Raton Water .Works Co., water
rent for quarter
50.00
Fugate-Fr- y
Furn. Co., burial of
paupers, etc
Andres Ceballes, piling for
.
.
200
bridges
Colo. Tel. Co., rental for tele
10.00
ohones
Colin Bros., blankets for jail..
7.50
E. N. Burch.

on and Carriage
Repairing Neatly Executed New
Rigs Built to Order. Horseshoeing. Plow Work

Cimarron,"

N. M.

Leonard
AND

Hayward
General Merchandise
Fine Wines, Liquors
and Cigars.

First St

E'town

H. T. LANDS
40 miles east of Springer,
2500 acres for sale. These
lands are part of an estate
and must be sold. Also

many other small tracts
Secretary Girfiqld Visits Grand June
tion and Starts Ball.
Orand Junction, Colo. One of the
resulta of the visit of Secre
tary of the Interior Garfield
SPRINGER, N. M.
to Colorado
will
be the build- tf
lag by the United States reclamation
service of the great High Ldoe ditch,
at a cost of between 1200,00
and
$3,000,000.
The building of this ditch
means
the reclamation of 150,009
acres of land, which will be made
Will have a oar load of Fruit
highly productive agriculturally and
Trees from Star Nuisery
hortlculturally and provide homes and
Co., Quincy, 111.
;:
::
sustenance for at least 20,000 people.
Work upon thla vast and Important
national irrigation project will probably begin within the next twelve
mon'113.
The proposed ditch will ex
tend to cross the Utah line, and all
The above will be on salé on
laud that will be watered by It la
and after March 1st.
:: ::
to Grand Junction.
State Senator D. T. Long of Mesa
oounty, who was a delegate to Ihe re
cent land convention at Denver, Is responsible for the announcement. It
waa he who Induced Secretary GarSPRINGER, N. M.
field to change his itinerary and atop tf.
over at Grand Junction long enough
for himself and party to go over the
line of the proposed ditch and inspect
the land that would be reclaimed by It,
S. BROWN,
Secretary Garfield explained to the
local committee that the principal difficulty was one of finance, as there
was not now In the reclamation fund
N. M.
available for expenditure in Colorado,
enough money to undertake this proposition and carry It along for ten
years. This was met by the proposition that Grand Junction would help
the government in the matter. The
Wagon and Carriage Works.
tentative proposition now under conBuggies and Spring Wagons
sideration is that the government
built to order. Horseshoeing
shall begin the work and carry It
through, while Grand Junction capiand General Bluckstnithing.
talists shall arrange a plan by which
the installments remaining due from
settlers after three years shall be
funded and the government paid up In

c. E. HARTLEY

FRUIT TREEi

trlb-tutar- y

C. E.

HARTLEY

GEO.

Blacksmith

Cimarron,

full.

&

DALY
GO.
The ditch, as planned will take COfl
water from the Grand river above Palisade, will swing along the base of the
CIMARRON, N. M.
6.00 hills north of Grand
Junction, extendT
Contractors
and Builders,
a
Hftrmíin A TOítiL-a
j
Colorado-Utaing
across
the
f
line.
It is estimated that the canal, lat
I Precinct 1
Stone, Brick and Adobe.
490
erals, headgate, bridge across the
Estimates on application.
J. S. Wilson, J. P. Fees, Preriver and other improvements will
16.30 cost somewhere
cinct 3
12,000,000
between
and $3,000,000. The land reclaimed H C. ALFOBD
Jose Alari, Interpreter Fees in
will
a population of not
accommodate
J. P. Court
2.00
less than 20,000 people and carrying
Attorney-at-La- w
N. K. Oldham, House rent for
through the project will treble the
' pauper
Booms 6 and 7, Roth Block
; .
"SO population of Grand Junction within
W. G. Honey, House rent for
three years.
BATON.
NEW MEXICO
pauper
stamps,

ex-

T."

h

Worth Million

to Irrigation.

Greeley, Coto. The decision
rendered by the Supreme Court granting
the right to reservoir companies to
store ditch water owned by them in
reservoirs, when not "being utilized, It
is believed,' is worth $5,000,000 in increased valuation of ditch stock, and
will likely work changes in the irrigation business, to the benefit, of farmers.
Six or seven years ago S. J. Gilmore,
then president of the Greeley & Love?
land ditch, brought suit against the
Seven Lakes Reservoir Company,
them from storing Louden &
Barnes ditch water in the Seven
Lakes reservoir at a time when owners could not use their water on crops.
Gilmore acted on the theory that if
one could not use tne water every day
while growing crops, anyone else was
privileged to its use. It worked a
hardship to reservoir companies who
pwned such water for the loss of it,
for in many cases farmers under the
reservoirs grew only beets or potatoes and needed water for late irrigation only.
The District Court sirstained
and the case was appealed to
the Supreme1 Court. In the meantime,
Mr. Gilmore, being no longer presi
dent of the Greeley & Loveland Ditch
Company, the Seven Lakes company,
In which B. D. Sanborn is owner of
of the stock, without oppo
sition of the Greeley & Loveland com
pany, stored their Louden & Barnes
one-thir- d

fitch water for late irrigation,
though the suit was pending.
The decision

is considered

al-

an Im

portant victory for not only the Seven
Lakes reservoir, but for all reservoir
companies
in northern
Colorado,
where constant promotion of new res
ervoirs and development of old ones,

"Little Lunnon" and Its Millions.
Colorado Springs. Colorado Springs
.os long been famous as the city of
millionaires,
and proof of the
of this claim hi found in the
cent action of the two leading banks
n declaring for larger capitalizations,
eveallng, as they do, by their
the
what is undoubtedly
s,

direc-orate-

Wrongest

of financial
combinations
nterest? in the west. The Exchange
iational bank, with upwards of $3,000,-10- 0
In deposits, and the First National
:ank, with nearly as much money on
land, have voted
their cap-tand surplus to the $500,000 mark.
bank capital is
I'he Exchange
from $100,000 to $300,000, and
Jie First National bank from $100,000
0 $200.000, which gives each of them
1 capital
and surplus of $500,000.
Represented on the directorates of
.hese Institutions are such
:apitalists as E. W. Giddings and Wil-iaLennox, controlling millions in
irlpple Creek properties; Dr. D. H.
Rice, Stratton estate executor; A. G.
ITharp, bank president; F. F. Castello,
millionaire mining man, and the Ver-ne-r
Z. Reed and J. R. McKinnie syndicate, controlling immense beet sugar
Interests, all of them directors of the
Exchange National, while Charles M.
MacNeill, mill magnate; James F.
,
Burns,
Irving
J. A. Hayes and others of liki
Importance financially are combined
stockholders in the First National
In the six banks of Colorado Springs
there are upwards of $11,000,000 on
deposit, and never in its history, perhaps, has the financial condition of the
city been so prosperous. The reason
assigned by the Exchange' and First
National banks in increasing their capitalization is because of their large
deposits. The directorates of both institutions remain unchanged and no
changes are contemplated in the officers or directors.
al

well-know- n

How-bert-

Is going on.

Uncle 8am Buys a Church.

FOR DYSPEPSIA

Washington. In accordance with directions from President Roosevelt,
Taft instructed Governor
to purchase all the church prop-

See-jetarMa-goo- n

erty In Cuba in

DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT

the

diocese of Havana,
according to the original recommendations.
As to the church property in the
of Santiago, for which an option
contemplated the payment of about
$GOO,000, the secretary says he has not
been able thus far to secure inform;
tion as to its value. He is not in a position, therefore, he says, to recommend that the option be exercised. The
secretary says that the property is not
af such a character that the yielding ol
It to the church will cause any greal
public inconvenience.
The stipulated value of the property
in Havana is $1,499,550.
- Under the terms of the contract en
tered into by the military government
0nd the church authorities, the United
States was given the option to buy this
property, less twenty-fivper cent, oi
the rent paid to June 1, 1907, which be-Ing $110,904. leaves a balance of $1,- 3S8.646 which it is proposed to pay.
Before actiifg. Secretary Taft sub-- ,
mitted a long memorandum to Prest- cent Roosevelt, which gave in detail
the history of the entire matter, la
this the secretary speaks of an offer of
Sir William Redding to purchase the
property in Havana diocese at the full
price oi $1,499,950, and says Governor
Magoon cabled him that he had good
reason to believe the offer was mad')
in the interests, not of a fruit
alone, but also in the interest oí
a line of steamships. The amount Is
over $110,000 more than the government will have to pay.
The great bone of contention ia
vhether the custom house property,
whose gieat value is its proximity to
the wharf, is worth $1,050,000 alona,
but when It is considered from th?
standpoint of a government that must
have the property, and which if it doe?
not get It by contract must obtain it
by expropriation, there is not tho
slightest doubt in his mind of the wisdom of exercising the option to
it.

For

,

Kidneys

trj OeWitt't

E. C. DeWITT

V

Stomach, Belching ol Gas, eta.
and Safi

Kldnej & Bladder Pill

PDIPARHO ONLY AT TH

LABORATORY

Of

COMPANY. CHICAGO. ILL- -

SOLD BY CROCKER BROS.

dio-tes- e

e

k

Backache-Wea-

'
'

CIMARRON
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
General Contractors

com-piin-

Must Tell How Wrecks Happen,
Heretofore ditch water that could
pot be used immediately was allowed
New York. A policy of informing
to waste, often ruining fields and the public of the details of all acciroads. Now all of this water will be dents on the railroads composing the
conserved to the benefit of the farmHarriman system has been put into
ers all of the time, when most needed. effect by order of E. H. Harriman, acThis conserving of ditch water in res cording to an official announcement by
ervoirs will also be favorable to fac- the Union Pacific Railroad Company.
tories and power companies having It is sUted that Harriman has ordered
use for reservoir water in connection
that reports shall be made and
with their plants. In fact, the decision
promptlj given to the press containing
embraces all reservoir property which full details of all accidents on the Harhas become as great, if not a greater riman system.
State Appropriations Will Be Taxed.
It is also announced
necessity to this region than ditches that it has been decided as an expeil-luen- t
Denver. During the current blea-lia- l
drawing directly from the rivers.
to invite outsiders of local reputaperiod it will require $2,384,018 to
present
and
standing
to be
tion and
Meet
the running expenses of the stall
investigations
participate
into
in
May be Defaulter,
making formal reports, either cf Colorado. Suite Auditor George D.
Canon City, Colo. J. T. Naff, a Agreeing or disagreeing with the find- fctatler has just completed the classibookkeeper of the United
States ing of the board of inquiry..
fication of the various appropriations
Smelting Company of this city, who is
Over seventy per cent, of the serinow visiting in the neighborhood of ous collisions on American railways in made by the Sixteenth General AssemNorfolk, Va., is charged In a warrant lie last five years were due to negli- bly, and they aggregate this amount.
issued in this city with embezzlement gence of trainmen and enginenien. On
"It is probable that we shall havo
of the company's funds. It is alleged lines protected by block signals ninety-fou- r enough money to pay all of these apper c?nt of the collisions are at- propriations, although, of course, as is
that Naff misappropriated company
funds to the extent of nearly $1,000, tributed by the commission to the neg- slways the case, some will receive conHe will be brought back to answer to ligence of trainmen and signal operasideration over others. The secretary
tors.
the charge.
if state, the insurance commissioner,
Sheriff Joseph Esser left for the
The plan to make public full detalla and in fact all the departments, inform
suggesEast Friday night. His trip was kept concerning accidents follows a
Hie that their revenues will be largely
quiet until Monday, when it leaked tion made by Julius Kruttschnitt, di- increased this term. Besides, the state
gone
out that he had
to Virginia for rector of maintenance and operation board of equalization has increase!
the purpose of bringing Naff back.
al the Harriman lines, who said.'
he valuation on corporate property, so
t,
Naff is a
of J. G.
"Personal responsibility for acci- mat while the appropriations are
a Denver detective. "He Is ac dents, whether Of officers or laborer.-!larger than ever before, there will be
Wo ;nrge revenues to meet them."
companied by his wife and is on a fhould be known to the public.
vacation trip. He was formerly a ste ii.ust bring about a closer observance
In classifying appropriations they
nographer at the State Penitentiary 3f the rules and greater respect for Ere divided into five classes. The first
and later for the District Court, and danger signals than we now get from ylass includes the ordinary expenses of
has held responsible positions since our employes. This can be done only ihe legislative, executive and Judicial
he came to Canon City seven years by the widest publicity of the details iltpartments, with the Interest on the
ago.
pf accidents."
liublic debt. The second class provides
Naff was married three years ago to
The Union Pacific also announces for the appropriations made to the peMiss Pansy Burkhardt. They have
hat its steel rails for delivery next (Mil and corrective Institutions; the
one child, a girl about 2 years old. year will be made by the open hearth ihird class, the educational and sharl-tabl- e
They live in an elegantly furnished f rocess. which, it is expected, will deinstitutions; the fourth, any
home on Rudd avenue. It ia alleged cidedly lessen the number of breakother officers, bureaus, boards, etc.,
that extravagant living is responsible ages.
tnd the fifth, all other expenses.
for his downfall.
commissioners are
The railway
Another Earthquake Shock.
When Naff left on his vacation his
placed In the first class, with an appro
successor discovered
discrepancies
priation of $27,000. The appropriation
Washington.
The Coast and
which caused an examination of the
water case,
Survey service reports that an tor the
books, and resulted in the discovery
mounting to $18,500, and which is to
earthquake was recorded at the Chelof an alleged shortage of $1,000. Naff tenham, Maryland, observatory the be used to complete the payment of
expected to return to Colorado, leav- morning of July 1st, beginning at
fees, Is placed in this clasí,
ing Virginia on Wednesday of this 8:14:52 o'clock and lasting one hour. i so the recodification of the Colorado
week. Sheriff Esser is due to reach The principal disturbance was from statutes, for which $21,000 was approNorfolk
The household ef- 8:22 to 8:25 o'clock, the largest motion priated.
fects of the Nads are covered by chat- Leing in a north-soutThe workshop of the blind appropriaTh-direction.
tel mortgages.
shock was greater than at Kingston, tion, amounting to $10,000 heads the
Lut not so great as the San Francisco list of the third class appropriations.
This will insure the establishment of
earthquake.
Heroic Work of Four Women,
A special
bulletin Issued by tha the workshop, as the appropriations
Laramie, Wyo. The heroic work of weather bureau says the seismographs for the state university, normal school,
four women Is all that saved the Imat the weather bureau today recorded etc., are included in Shis class. Tha
mense reservoir of the Wyoming De- en. earthquake of moderate intensity ríate fair appropriation for $12,000 i3
velopment Company from going out which resembled in many respects the listed in the fourth class, also the travone night recently. The reservoir, lecord of the Kingston
earthquake eling library appropriation of $4,000.
which is on the Big Laramie river, made on January 14, 1907. The first
forty miles north of this city, is the preliminary tremors began earlier in
Baby Eata Poison snd Dies.
largest used for irrigation purposes the north and south component recoil
in the United States, the water being ct 8:14:49 a. m., with a distinct secColo. Mistaking
City,
Central
held back by an earth dam a mile and ond beginning of tremors after an in- fctrjehnine tablets, which had been
a half long, and covering an area of terval of four minutes and forty-thre- e
prescribed for a young woman visitor,
tweuty-twmiles in circumference.
seconds. A few minutes later several for candy, the
Miss Helen McGill, daughter of a v. aves of noticeably long period were daughter of Albert Auger, ate eight if
ranchman, and her guest, Miss
recorded from 8:22 to 8:26 a. m.
them and died in great agony. Tha
Knight of this city, were riding
The motion of the ground in the east-we- poison belonged to Miss Mary Carter,
over the dam, when they noticed that
direction began at 8:14:59 and who is here from Michigan 6n a vacathe high water li the reservoir, lashed consisted of unusually
minute and tion.
Into waves by the wind, bad begun to thort period tremors. The beginning
The high altitude had affected her
cut a dangerous hole through the bank, of the second preliminary tremors in heart slightly and a doctor yesterday
t
which each second was made larger. the
was gradual, at about morning ordered her to take strychThe girls galloped wildly to the home 8:19:32; the maximum wave motion nine. She purchased the tablets and
t
com- of the caretaker, where they found
recorded In the
t Mowed them to remain on the bureau.
only Mrs. Reed, his wife, and his poncnt at about 8:25 to 8:27 a. m.i Mra Aupar won unawflrp nf the
daughter. Miss Edna.
From the general component at about presence of the drug in the house um'l
The four women hastened to the 8:25 to 8:27 a. m. From the general l lie child came from the bedroom
night
long
they details of the record the weather bubreak, where all
5 o'clock, holding up her little
worked, never leaving the place for a reau officials are led to conclude that hand full of pink pills, saying, "Look
Fortunately a man named the disturbance may have been south at the pretty candy."
moment.
Harvey happened to pass with a team cf Washington and at a distance cf
The mother immediately snatched
before dark and assisted by hauling no from 1,500 to 2,000 miles.
the medicine from her hand and sucless than eleven loads of hay from a
ceeded in taking several of the pill J
cearby stack, which the women
Time Tco Slow.
from the little one's mouth before she
weighted down with dirt and used to
them. A doctor was sumDenver. It Is rumored that several swallowe
stay the water.
child
moned, but when he arrived
of the railroads which entered the had gone Into convulsions andthethe efagreement to make a uniform passeu-oí
the physician to save her were
Apache Want Scalp of Gill.
hours on all forts
er schedule of thirty-twiu vain. The baby suffered great
El Paso, Tex. The Indians at Fort lmes between Denver and Chicago am pain.
McDowell, Ariz., are becoming ugly, leady to secede from the agreement
The parents as well as Miss Carter
and troops at Fort Apache have been end go back to the old system of adopt- are prostrated over the tragic death
schedules.
ing
Individual
notified to be ready for trouble, over
one. an only child and pet
Before the agreement each line was cf the little
t
at McDowell,
W. H. Gill,
of the neighborhood.
Chicago
get
to
to
competition
U3
in
who killed Austin Navajo, an Apache,
inst as possible and the railroads
Saturday.
In
Wyoming Attorney Gets Job.
The Indians are considerably agi- which had the advantage are now raidan objection to the agreement. It
tated over the killing and are In an ing
Washington.
The attorney general
ugly mood, threatening trouble. Gill is likely that within a few weeks there
has appointed as assistants to Assistreopen
an
will
will
This
break.
be
has been warned by the Indian's sult in a reduction of about five hours ant Attorney General Van Orsdel of
friends that It is not safe for him to
the Court of Claims, S. S. Ashbaugh
in the schedules of some of the lines. of
remain on the reservation.
Wichita, Kan., and M. L. Blake o?
A man familiar with the inside of the
upon
Hayden
Sheriff
called
He has
Wyo. Mr. Ashbaugb was
rail- Sheridan,
said
question
yesterday
that
the
Hayden,
protection
and
at Phoenix for
have been quarreling about the one of the counsel for Kansas In its
roads
gone
the
to
deputies,
has
five
with
agreement since one week after its recent suit against Colorado involvreservation to prevent an Indian out- irioption, and
an open break Is ex- ing the right to the use of the waters
mile.1
break. McDowell is thirty-fivpected within a few weeks, unless of the Arkansas river, and Mr. Blake
from Phoenix and is an abandoned
strong influences are brought to beat Is a practicing attorney of Sheridan,
post. ' Gill Is the oaly white man liv- t.u the insurgents.
Wyoming.
ing there.
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Real Estate Transfers.

ST. LOUS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN & PACIf IC

The following real estate transfers
have been recorded in the office of
the county clerk since the last issue:
July 1 Loomir Duarte to Manuel ita
Archuleta, lot 21, block 1, Maxwell
East addition to Raton. Consideration SI.
June 20 Hugo Seaberg to Jere-miaLeahy, lots 8 and 51, block 3S, T'am 'o. HI
Maxwell South addition to liatón. Mon., Wed. TrHin No.
Kridny
I'aily
Consideration I1C0.
7 Want
i pía
July 1 Anastacio Jf. Martinez to
4
7 25 am
pin
4 4S 'in
7 Siiaiii
Roque Vifiilf west half of lots 11 and
5
pin
s2Uaiu
12, block 57, New Mexico Town comto Raton.
pany's first
S'wpni
ií ioSiii" t h 'uivm"
July 1 M. R. Mendelson to Hattie
M
6
wa
am
E. Majors, lots 19, 20, 21, 22, 2.'i and
it
lit:1" urn
in. in
11 :iaiu
2ti. block 13, Maxwell North addition
12 ai pin
to Raton. Consideration 11,400.
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COMPANY

Schedule
Train No. 30
Trnln No. 2 Hon.. Weil.
Kriilny
J'H'!L
HATÓ
12 15 pm
Leave
S3 pm
Arrive
ILv.t LIKTuN HOt'sK JCI'.. l.v
15 pin
II 5'.;im
.1 45
S 1'KKsTOIi
iLeavi
II 4(1 am
pin
pm
iArr .. I
Arr
20
J
llnnain
VB
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U

rr

:ti

Arr
l.v
'Arr
l.v

41

47
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fargo Exprés

STATIONS.

lArr

ilislanco
irom

KoKHLKK
V it
í

K

M KJoT

CKKKOSOSO

JtlMAKKON

fTKPAUK

J

Arr
II in am
Arr "j 10 15 am
H Vt am
Lv
l.v
am

Arr

Lv

nr.

45piu

pm
nm
40pm
4n pin

3 45
:i i.'i
1

trains
STATIONS.

18

anil

Noa.
21

Tlnirn.
Tiled., Tliur,
She Remonstrated.
Moines
Satunlay
Saturday
"Mrs. Small," said the lodper to his
K
TON
4
Leaven
7 0(1 am
2 21) pm
Ariiva
landlady. I thought you didn't allow
7 Sil am
42
2 no pm
CLIFTON Hot'SK JI'NCTluN
Leave
Leave
smoking in the parlor."
:U
15 pm
8
am
Cl'NNINIiHAM
Leave
lave
2A
12 40 pm
THOMPSON
8
am
Leave
Leave
:)
"I
don't,"
replied
Mrs. Small
22
8 45 am
VH.II
Leave
12 25 pm
Leave
11
with energy. "Who's doing it, I'd like
25 ara
t'AIM LIN VKiiAS
Leave
II 4(1 am
Leave
10 "0 am
1KS M PINKS
Leave
Arrive
II (m am
to know?"
train 124, arriving in I'nwwm, N.M., al 11.10 p.m.
"Well, if you have time, you might t Connect with El PasoAA Woutwehterrj Ry.
123,
M,.
ky,
lodlii
leaving JJuwmju, N.
Train No.
at
Connect with El Fao SoutliwenUTD
a.Dh,
step in and remonstrate with the I Htage
for Van llouten meen traína at I'rcMon, N. II.
A. GORMAN, Gen. PaM. Airt,
lamp." Royal Magazine.
Kaion, New
Jli--
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RAILWAY

Wholesale and Retail
Lumber and Building
Material of Every Description and Builders Hardware

CIMARRON
LUMBER Co.
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Calcium Carbonate
Calcium Sulphate
Calcium Chloride
Magnesium Carbonate

1.4580
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Magnesium Slpbate
Magnesium Chloride

Colfax County, New Mexico, lies alogn the
sloping Pinon Hill at the edge of the
Heavier timbered foot hills on the Southern Slope of the
Rocky Mountains and is protected from storms and blizzards by a
spur of the Main Range.
Cimarron boasts of a climate unequalled elsewhere in
America. The summers are never too hot and the winters, while
crisp and cold at times, are full of sunshine. Hunting and fishing
in the hills, streams and lakes nearby is good. It isa beautiful and
healthful country to live in. The scenery in the mountains is
magnificient and the country offers every attraction to the lover
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best and shortest line of all to the Pacific Coast and this railroad
has shown its appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of
Cimarron and its confidence in the future of the place by selecting
it for its General Headquarters and for the location of its shops
and they have been wise for Cimarron is the center of a region that
has every resource one could ask.
Following are a few good reasons why Cimarron is likely to
become a good business point:
and has the shops of the St.
Cimarron is the
Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway Company and is to be
rs
and have the shops of the Cimarron & Norththe
western Railroad now building. Either would make of it a large
sized town.
and the seat of operation of
Cimarron is the
the most important lumber business of New Mexico. Tributary
to the town are the finest and most extensive tracts of Pine Tim'
ber in the Southwest and the products come to Cimarron for
handling, treatment and distribution. In view of the ever increas
ing demand for lumber, the country over, had Cimarron no other
resources this business would make of it a city.
Cimarron lies in the center of the best cattle range in all the
world. Here the cattle escape the killing effects Northers of Texas
and the drouths of the far Southwest and in contrast with the great
Ranges of the Northwhere every animal must be fed from $5.00
to $10.00 worth of hay during the cold monthsthey winter here
and keep fat without any feed other than the natural grasses, and
with the shipping facilities now afforded by the railroad, had it no
other industries to draw on, it would be a cattle town of several
thousand inhabitants.
Cimarron lies midway between the greatest Coal fields in
America and vast deposits of Iron, Copper, Silver and Gold. The
coke and the mineral both come down hill to Cimarron, a distance
oftwenty-fiv- e
miles or less, making it the natural location for smelters which will mean rich returns from the ore that with the fácil
ties for shipping now afforded by the railroad, will bring good re
turns even when shipped to distant smelters.
To the East and South are thousands of acres of rich alluv-- al
lands that only need the application of water or the skill of the
dry farmer to make them one vast garden spot. The soil is a deep
and needs no fertilizing other
sandy loam, with a clay sub-so- il
than that furnished by the waterfrom the mountain streams.
Pomacious fruit grown on these same lands took the First Prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago. In the Taos Val
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ley on similar lands so irrigated the Pueblo Indians have raised
good crops of wheat without rotation of crops and without the use
of any fertilizer other than water, for over 300 years and this same
wheat was pronounced the best in quality of any exhibited at the
World's Fair at St. Louis.
To the West of Cimarron the mountains rise to an altitude of
from 9,000 to 14,000 feet and from these mountains flow never failing
streams of pure water, at once suggestive of cheap power and of
irrigation. Cimaron lies midway between the sources of these
streams and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture of the
sugar beet, fruit, alfalfa, grain and vegetables.
Nowhere is building material found in greater variety and
abundance. Instead of having to ship lumber in. as do manv
towns, upon the completion of the Cimarron f Northwest

of outdoor life.
From a business standpoint, Cimarron is most ideally and
strategically located at the entrance to the last great pass through
the Rocky Mountains and, as if in confirmation of the old saying
that "the last is always the best" the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific Railway Company, in acquiring this pass, has secured the
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CIMARRON, of a gently

Supply of Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
the quality for all uses is unsurpassed by any localFollowing is an analysis of water
ity in the world.
R. W. Hunt & Company:
by
from Cimarron
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ern Railroad the entire Southwest will draw in great measure
its supply of timber products from Cimarron.
To the Southwest are enormous deposits of the finest
cement rock. To the Northwest, a mountain of Iron. Every
where along the Cimarron River sharp sand and gravel, assuring a never failing supply of
concrete the build
ing material of the future. An unlimited supply of building
stone is easily quarried along the line of the railroad within a
few miles of the town and there is clay tor brick and lime
stone for lime. Fuel is abundant and cheap.
This then is the situation: One railroad in operation
intersecting three other important systems, which are ten,
thirty and seventy miles distant respectively from Cimarron.
Another railroad building. Ore coming down hill from one
direction and coal and coke coming down hill from another,
sugar beet, alfalfa and wheat lands on one side and an unlimited supply of water on the other. Placer beds that it will
take years to work out, Timber of the finest quality in such
quantities that a railroad is being built especially to bring it in
to Cimarron.
Fruit lands, the products of which took the first prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Fuel in abundance. Cement Rock, Iron, Brick Clay, Building Stone, Lime.
Sand. Gravel, etc., all within easy reach; cattle by the thou
sands on every side grazing the finest ranges in the world.
It would seem then as though Cimarron would grow.
Other towns have sprung up and have prospered with perhaps nothing more than the payroll of some railroad shop to
draw on and with many natural disadvantages to contend
with, such as the scarcity of water, fuel, building material,
etc. Other towns have only the impetous arising from the
mining and shipping of coal. Others have agricultural resources, but nothing more. Cities arise through the night
and contend with every draw back imaginable and yet prosper with nothing but ore and less of it than lies within
twenty-fiv- e
miles of Cimarron.
Timber and cattle industries alone make towns but
Cimarron has around it not one, alone, but every resource
that one could ask. Coal, coke, gold, silver, copper, iron,
farming lands, not one uncertain stream but several never
failing streams, grazing lands, cattle, timber and building material of every kind and description, fuel, railroad shops, etc.
Enterprising men to push it and a climate unequalled any
where else in America. The town is in its infancy as yet but
the outlook is doubly attractive to both capital and labor because development has only just begun.
re-infor- ced
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Grandest fourth of
July Celebration in Raton
an editing affair, was won by Earl
the Raton Range.
Shwender.
come
and
The Glorious Fourth has
Owing to the fact that the Ilfield
gone, and one of the greatest Inde
baseball team of Las. Vegas decided
pendence Day celebrations ever given to come at the laBt .moment, Raton
in this city has passed into history,
played them on the East Side grounds
The day was perfect, large crowds at 12:39. The game was a
thronged the city from early morning affair and Raton won by a score of 10
until late at night. Several excursion to 0. (A full account of both ball
trains brought carloads of visitors to games will be found in another colthe Gate City, while many more came umn.)
The horse races were scheduled to
in by carriages and vehicles of all descriptions. The streets, practically all start promptly at 1:30, but owing to
the business houses and public build- the ball game with Vegas not finishings, were tastefully decorated, and ing in time, it was 2:30 before Judge
many residences as well.
Bayne. who acted as starter, was able
The various events passed off with to bring the racers to the starting
the regularity of clockwork and point. The races occasioned much
hardly an incident happened to mar excitement, arousing the large crowd
the pleasures of the day. It was a present to a high pitch of enthusiasm
crowd, bent on and considerable money was wagered
jolly,
upending plenty of money and having on the favorites.
a good time, and well, they had it. The first event wag a quarter mile
lío accidents of a serious nature were dash, free for all, Colfax county
reported and but few, if any, arrests horses. There were four entries.
were made.
Music, the handsome mare owned by
A large crowd listeued to the speak- Leandro Martinez, won first money
ing and musical program of the and Winter's horse Muggins, second
heartily applauded the money. Music is a new name for this
morning,
sporting events held later in the fore- mare, who before being brought to
noon on Second street, while the at- the territory two years ago, was
tendance at the tvvo bail games and known as "Catch Me." The jockey
horse racing events in the afternoon was Luis Trujillo of Wagon Mound.
on the East Side grounds was simply
There was some dispute 88 to who
enormous.
was entitled to first money in this
Another large crowd gathered near race, but it was finally decided in
the fireworks stand in tbeeveningand favor of the Martinez horse, who cerwitnessed a magnificent pyrotechnic tainly made a good showing and apdisplay, while scores of smaller dis- peared to be a favorite.
plays were set off in other portions of The second event was a
the city.
pony race. The Floyd horse "T. O."
It was evidently a crowd thai was came in first and Black Bellie, owned
prosperous, had plenty of money to by G. T. George, second.
upend and spend it they did. Hardly
Owiug to the lateness of the hour
flat race
a merchant or business man who the relay race and a half-mil- e
kept his place of business open dur- were not run until after the ball game
ing the day, but what reported between Raton and Cimarron. The
exceedingly large receipts. This may half-milwas substituted for the ring
especially be said of those dealing in tournament.
fireworks, soda, ice cream, confecaud G.
The relay was a three-miltionery, etc., while the
T. George came in first.
wore expansive smiles all day.
race was won by the
The half-milA large amount of money changed Martinez horse "Music."
hands over the various sportiug
The races were all intensely interevents, especially the afternoon ball esting, especially the
pony
game, and the ho.'se and foot races. race. Judge Bayne acted as starter
In fact, the one disappointment of the in a very satisfactory manner.' The
day was the defeat of the liatón base- judges were O. H. B. Turner, Richard
ball team by Cimarron. The charge Oldham and Carter Gillespie.
was frequently made that both teams
Following the second ball game, the
had imported outside players, aud
crowd took a rest, wandered about
well Cimarron had the most of them town taking in the sights and listened
and that was perhaps w hy they won to the excellent music by the Raton
the game,
and Vegas bands.
,
The program for the day began
During the evening the Raton band
with music by the Raton band shortly held forth at the stand at First street
after 'J a. m., which marched to the and Cook avenue and the Vegas band
Rocky Mountain depot and met the at Park avenue and Second street.
excursion train from Cimarron and Both eomerts were listened to by
escorted the several hundred visitors hundreds of people and greatly ento tho speakers' stand. Shortly after joyed.
10 o'clock the special train from Las
The display of firerorks at the
Vegas arrived, having on board the foot of Park avenue wound up the
Las Vegas Military band and about festivities of the day und were witfifty excursionists from that city. nessed by an admiring throng. The
The formal exercises began at the display lasted for about an hour and
speakers' stand, a large crowd being a half and was one of the best ever
in attendance, with music by the given in this viciuity. There were
band, followed by introductory re- many private displays around town
marks by Hon. John Morrow, who and illuminations were quite general.
spoke in his usual pleasing manner.
The Japanese daylight fireworks
After a patriotic selection by the were also worthy of mention and a
glee club, the Declaration of Inde- feature of the evening were the numpendence was read by Miss Alaska erous fire baloons sent up.
Davis.
After another selection by
The decorations throughout the
the glee club, the speaker of the day, city, especially in the business section,
Hon. George S. Klock, of Albu- were of an elaborate nature. Large
querque, was introduced. Mr. Klock flags were suspended from prominent
is a well know n attorney of the Duke street corners, while bunting was conCity and is a former prominent law-o- f spicuously displayed. The band and
L'tica, N. Y . He is a person of speakers' stand were also neatly deccommanding presence, has a deep, orated. One window display was
powerful voice and held the close at- especially neat, that of the W. L.
tention of his hearers until the close. Johnson
Furniture company on
His eloquent periods were frequently South Second street. The scene
interrupted by applause. His ad ! showed a camp in the woods with all
dress will appear in full in the ntxt the accessories and was greatly adissue of The Raoge.
mired. The business houses on First
The foot races and other spoils of street and Park and Cook avenues
that nature were scheduled to take were elaborately arranged with buntplace at 11 a. m. on Second street and ing and flags aud ail attracted much
did ao in the presence of a large and attention.
interested crowd. The course took up
Automobiles were out in force.
block on Second street, from Park The car of James R. Smith, superinto Cook avenues. James Williamson tendent of the Raton Electric Light
acted as starter, and the events and & Power company, was completely
covered with bunting and attracted
winners were as follows:
100-yrrace Free for all: won by much attention.
C. D. Hodson; second money to Tom
No serious accidents were reported,
J"ielson.
a fact considered remarkable with
d
1
race Won by such a large number of people on the
Jlessrs. Tom Nelson and J. il. Gil- streets, and with firecrackers and
every conceivable form of noise prochrist.
fat men's race Won by L. ducing explosive constantly being set
off all over the city at once, it seemed.
O. Maitland.
Raw for boys under 15, 50 yards-W- on
Dr. A. R. Streicher, Ernst Ruth and
Dr. J. Farley, mounted, acted as marby William Streicher.
Race for girls under 15, 50 yard
shals during the day, and were zealWon by Elsie Downing.
ous in their efforts to keep the crowds
The burro race, which proved quite j within bounds. The city police under
rVom

one-side- d

good-nature-

300-yar-

e

e

saloon-keeper-

s

300-yar- d

three-legge-

00-yar-d

Marshal Howe were alert and attended to their duty well. Seven special officers were sworn in for the day
but they found little to do, so quiet
and orderly was the crowd. In fact,
comparatively little drunkenness was
noticed on the streets.
The members of the executive committee and the various
worked bard to make the celebration
the success it was and deserve credit
from all for their efforts. Every little
detail was looked after thoroughly
and everything pasted off without a
hitch of any kind.
The railroads did their share toward

bringing a crowd to the city. In addition to the special train from Las
Vegas, three coaches from Trinidad
were attached to the second section of
No. 1 on the Santa Fe and were filled.
Several hundred excursionists came in
over the Rocky Mountain from Cimarron and the various mining camps.
The excursion train from Cimarron
gaily
arrived promptly on time
decorated coaches. The train was in
charge of Conductor Thompson and
Engineer Kiehl. The Santa Fe,
Raton & Eastern railway also ran an
excursion from Yankee and a large
number of the residents of that camp
took advantage of the same.

i

J. R. Charette

General Merchandise

Our Motto? "Live and Let Live"
SEASONABLE GOODS

Men's fine ribbed underwear, good warm goods, the kind
usually sold for $1.25 a Buit, will go the rest of the Season at

85c

MEN'S BOOTS

S6.00 grades in cowboys' and miners' boots, the best wearers
and good styles, we are selling for

$4.50

BOLD ATTEMPT MADE

MEN'S OVERALLS

FINE GROCERIES

testimony practically corroborated
that of her husband, as she had been
a witness to a portion of the affair.
Fred Carter, one of the prisoners in
the jail at the time of the ehooting)
was then sworn and stated in response
to questions, that he had heard shots
and had also heard Brown tell some
of the prisoners that he (Brown) had
made some keys to fit the jail lock so
as to enable him to escape. He was
'
further questioned concerning the X
movements of the prisoners, etc. It
was shown by his evidence that Brown
and Cantou bad talked several times
about the making of a key to fit the
jail door.
The jury after consisting among
themselves, rendered the verdict as
above given, completely exonerating
Mr. Gale.
The jury was composed of Messrs.
R. J. Snowden, A. F. Nail, J. P.
Downer, Abe Hixenbaugh, Jesse Pate
and Dan Sandoval.

& Bro.
J, R. Cimarron,
Charette
New Mexico
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C O. WONDER.

Santa Fe Fiscal Year
Shows Great Growth
Chicago, July 3. Sunday next the

0

N. F. WONDER.

Wonder Trading Co.
CIMARRON, N. M.

Fancy Groceries and Fruits,
.

r--

Santa Fe road, according to advance
figures, will close the greatest year in
its history. Its gross earnings will be
considerably in advance of those of
any other twelve months, having
grown at the rate of more than $1,000,-00a month,, as compared with the
previous year, which also was a rec
ord breaker. Net earnings have in
creased at the rate of about $250,000.
The Santa Fe now has under operation 9,259 miles of road. The most
important work before it is the linking of its Pacific coast and gulf lines,
riving a direct line from Chicago to
Los Angeles and San Francisco and
from Galveston to both those California points.
During the last year nearly one- third of the gross earnings have been
spent on the maintenance of way and
man.
As soon as the body had been view- equipment, an unusually high propor
ed by the proper officials, it was or- tion, resulting in increased earning
dered removed by the city physician power and more economical opera
to the undertaking rooms of Fúgate tion. J be greater portion of the system now is laid with heavy steel rails.
& Fry.
It was learned shortly afterward
that a general jail break had been Penitentiary Affairs
planned, if the efforts of Brown and
Are Running Smoothly
Cantou had succeeded, as it was disThings have been running smoothly
covered that the two men had carefully planned to gain their liberty at the Territorial Penitentiary since
and were prepared to make a desper- Marion Littréll assumed charge as
ate dash for freedom.
superintendent last Monday afternoon.
The acting sheriff acted as only a At 6 o'clock that afternoon 2G8 conman could in self defense and in or- victs were turned over to the new of
der to protect the lives of those ficial and twenty-fou- r
convicts acaround him and the security of the counted for in the convicts' camp in
other prisoners in the jail, lie de- the Gallinas canon and the men re
serves credit for the coolness shown
portel as at work constructing a
by him in such a trying moment and
certainly has made a good record for scenic highway.
Several changes have been made in
himself as acting sheriff.
officials and others may take
minor
in
sheriff's
was
the
held
The inqueBt
as
place
the good of the service may
oflice in the court house yesterday
demand.
forenoon and was presided over by
Considerable interest has been
Justice of the Pease Bayne. The
manifested
by the convicts over the
jury found that "The deceased came
change,
although
they were not fully
to his death by reason of gunshot
wounds inflicted upon his body by informed as regards the events that
Jay Gale, a duly authorized jailor have taken place, lhey gradually
got word of the change, however, and
and Deputy Sheriff of Colfax couDty
convicts are said to rein the defense of himself and jail in secretly, the
removal of Trelford. In
joice
over
the
the legal discharge of his duties."
fact, the truth spread rapidly enough
was
first
Mr. Gale
w'tness and when they were given plenty to eat
the
he related the story of the shooting and last Tuesday.
the causes leading up to it in a plain,
He de
straightforward
manner.
Articles of Incorporation Filed
scribid how he fired at Cantou as he
Articles of incorporation have been
rushed out of the jail and fired twice filed in theoffice of
the territorial sec
at Brown before the latter would re
retdry for the Red River Water and
lease his grip on him. The revolver Power company, with principal place
used by Mr. Gale and a home-madof business at Cimarron. The capital
slingshot found in Cantou's pocket stock is
named as $ 10C ,000, divided
after he surrendered himself
into one thousand shares of the par
in evidence.
His testimony value of $100 each, and commencing
evolved the fact that there were eight business with Iz UuU. Ihe object is
other prisoners in the jail who could to operate a water system for domestic
in case tnd manufacturing purposes and the
haye obtained their lilx-rtncorporators are H. M. Letts, Charles
the attempted jail break bad been t Springer, Frederic Whitney and O.
'
success.
B. Remley, of Cimarron, and A. H.
Mrs. Gale was next sworn and her Ouicer, of Raton.

& CANNEDIGOODS

Our line of groceries is well selected, and the prices are lowerthan
manv towns farther east. In canned goods and fancy groceries
our line is unexcelled. Fresh 'ranch eggs, at low prices. Topeka
Our warehouse is full of
Creamery Butter at 35c per pound
feed, hay and Kfain, and the prices are very low.

Bailey Brown and Napoleon Cantou Attempt
to Escape from County Jail BrownKilled
in Struggle With Deputy Sheriff Gale.

floor,-en-gace-

Heavy drill bib overalls, worth
91.2, we are selling per
75c
pair at.

Best heavy drill, without bibs,
the 75c grade , we want
you to wear em per pr. JUC

AT JAIL BREAKING

From the Raton Range.
A sensational attempt at jail breaking occurred at the county jail between 7 and 8 o'clock Thursday
morning and was only frustrated by
the coolness and quick action of Acting Sheriff Jay Gale, and as it was,
resulted in the killing of a prisoner,
Daily Brown, who had been confined
in the county jail since April last, and
the attempted escape of Napulcon
Cantou, another prisoner.
Mr. Gale had just opened the door
leading into the jail and was in 'the
act of giving the prisoners their
breakfast, when Brown and Cantou
rushed past him. Cantou fled to the
upper apartments rf the jailers residence, but a shot quickly brought him
Meanwhile Mr. Gale
to submission.
grappled with Drown and the two
men were quickly on the
in a desperate fight.
The acting sheriff quickly saw that
he would have to use force on his
man, who has a penitentiary record,
and drawing his trun, fired two shots,!
one taking effect in Brown's abdomen
and the other in his head. Death was
instantaneous.
City Physician Hart, Justice of the
Peace Bayne and Dr. Fleming were
quickly notified and were soon on
the scene, as well as many neighbors
who had heard the commotion,; and
the cries of alarm, but their services
The hraveryT and
were not required.
quickness of Mr. Gale, who saw at
once that it was a matter for instant
action and that a general jail break
was imminent, caused him to act as
any man should have done and rid
the territory of a desperate character
a former convict, and it is stated, a
confirmed dop fiend. The man was
well known to the local authorities
and was serving time for the theft of
gold leaf from the office of Dr. J. R.
Gaines, a well known dentist, committed several months since, llefias
generally been regarded as a bad

& Bro.

Meat a.nd Vegetable Market,
Ice Cream, Tobaccos,
Confectionery and Lunch

r.M

6LSUR&AND

d

STABLE

rush r

i

VVORÍtJHE KORSE

vwg
V

i

AXLE grease,
HARNESS OIL. WHIPS,

CURRYCOMBS,

ÍIALTERS, BRUSHES, SWEAT COLLARS, and also
BICKMORE'S GALL CURE, vhlch we warrant a satisfactory

Cure for Galls, Woonds, and Sores upon animals

LITTRELL

BROS.,

:

Cimarron,

N, M.

of
BANK
SPRINGER
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
t

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS DONE.

Capital Paid Up

-

$30,000

-

-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
C. N. Blackwell, President
S. Floershejm,
D. J. Devine, Cashier
M. M. Salazar
R. E'. Alloredoe
G. W. Gillespie
NEAREST BANKING TOWN TO CIMARRON
Vice-Preside-

t

J. D. STEVENS,

JOHN WHITLEY.

t

WHITLEY m. STEVENS
Successors to Littrell

I

&

Livingston.

fine Wines, Liquors, Cigars, etc. f

Drug Store
Schroeder's
Raton, New Mexico
For anything you need in Drugs, Medicines or Toilet Arti
cles, etc. Our Stock is complete and our Prices are right

jjj

Special attention given to Optical WorK,
Always Given.

;!

and Satifsaction
Spanish Spoken

Dr. Geo. C. Roberts

Manager

The Lobby Saloon & Cafe
CHARETTE

& BRACKETT,

Props.

e

wen-place-

....Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars. Billiard....
Room in Connection.

Short Order Cafe Open Day and Night

Subscribe for the News and Press

The Love

that it'll

Philtre

By

W.

a.

Yarcott

(Copyright, by Joseph B. Bowie.)

Conversation had touched upon
fully reported breach of promise case
action. Tom. whose quarrel, with his
nancee BtiH burned, sniffed his con
tempt of the unhappy defendant whose
stilted but earnest attempts to express
his passion In verse had been basely
read out in court by a sardonic coun

sel.
"Love," he concluded, "an' such like
rot ought o be put a stop to. It
makes me ill to talk about it."
"Then why talk of it?" said Mr.

you right.
There's
only one thing love can't stand," he
fdded, gloomily, "and that's henpeck
serve

lug."

FREAK STATUARY TO ORDER.
Sculptor. Telia of Queer Orders Given
Him by Hit Patron.

i

'

.

VI
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A sculptor was talking about freak
statuary. "I turn out a lot of It," he
said. "Not that I like to. I have to.
So many of our millionaires have uncouth tastes. I made last fall portrait
busts of a western millionaire and his
wife. The wife wears spectacles, and
lightly. Excessive
misogyny
lndi
nothing would do but I must put speccates an unbalanced Intellect"
Fortunately Tom did not understand tacles on her bust. I argued, but la
vain. That bust stands i the millionthis.
aire's spacious library
and spec'Love," continued Mr. Nutts
"supplies the only reasonable ba tacles rest on IU nose. I did last
month a bust In colors, a bust of a
sis we have for belief in Paradise. young
girl. The marble hair I glided,
Love, that ethereal, spiritual ecstasy
that touches us sometimes when the the marble eyes I painted blue, and
lips and cheeks I flecked
mind quits the slumbering, quiescent the marble
with red. A hideous thing, yet the
body, and and well, In old times
family was immensely pleased.
The
love was an art, a science, a thing to
freakiest of my freak statues stands
be studied; it was even a business In
a Boston garden. It la the statue
with some of the old soothsayers. of
the owner's grandfather, an old
Why, sir, in my library at home I
Presbytertan divine. The aged man
have a parchment containing the ac stands In the center of a bed of jontual receipt for that wonder-workinquils, and out of
top of his plug
draught that made the gallants of hat a jet of water the
spurts, falling into
Queen Elizabeth's court Invincible to a
marble basin that he holds in his
love, that made feminine hearts fall hands, a basin wherein swim
half a
to them in scores, that brought unwilldozen goldfish. The idea of treating
ing maids willingly to their feet in one's grandfather like that!"
adoration. See the local press of the

-

THE

Mr. Nutts had been quietly observ
ing Tom, and had decided that his
prejudice against love was far too
emphatic to be genuine. He bent to
ward Tom.
"Believe me, sir," said he. with d'g
nlty, "you treat these matters too

y

Nutts, the druggist. Mr. Nutts' presence was tolerated on the implied
that he refrained from
Insidiously Introducing any of his
mysterious compounds.
"Why talk of it?" he said again.
"Nothing new has been discovered
about love since the first generation
after Adam. If a chap thinks 'e's in
love, an' says he's un'appy, 'e ain't in
love at all. Most likely it's indigestion. 'Cause when a chap's really in period."
love, he simply can't help
"Fancy them silly old guys believbeing
"appy."
ing in stuff like that," said Tom. A
"Listen to Cupid," said Potty, grin- note of anxiety crept into his voice.
ning.
"What nonsense It is now, ain't it?"
"But look here, Pinch," said Tom, He gazed at Mr. Nutts appealingly.
Mr. Nutts looked sad.
"s'pose a chap's in love with a gal,
"Sir," said he, "the efficacy of the
an' Bhe ain't with him. What about
love philtre has been an article of
it then?"
"Nothin' at all to do with It," ex- faith from time immemorial. I would
plained Pinch. "Love's a thing by not readily discredit that which ha3
itself, an it a chap's got it he's
he could be if he ain't got it. (
If the gal's caught it as well, that's
very nice, but even if she ain't, the
chap's better off than if he hadn't got

AND
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hap-pler'- n

it."

"It's my belief." Baid Potty, memory
touching his eyes and voice, "that it's
as much habit as anything else. When
a chap's got into the way of it like,
it ain't easy to get out.
It's like
smoktn'.
It don't matter very much
mi juu HinuKe so long as you re
smokin', an' same way it don't matter
much to a chap who he's in love with,
so long as he's in love."
"Well," said Pinch, "come to think
of it, most things is habits. What's
life but a sort o' habit? There's lots
o' people always grumbling about the
worry an' trouble o' life, an' sayfn' it
ain't worth livin', but they don't seem
very keen on glvi'n' It up. Can't get
out of the habit, like. An' I've noticed
that if one o' them kind o' people gets
a cold or a headache, he's the one to
hop into bed an' send for a doctor,
Another thing, too!
What's a wife
but a habit? First of all, she's sort
o' worshiped by man; then she be
comes a friend, like; but you look at
a man married three or four years,
an' If his wife, ain't a habit more'n
she's anything else, well! It she goes
away for a day or two, does he miss
her? . 'Course he does. So he misses
t
his pipe or his
if he's sudden
ly cut off 'em. Mark yer, too, lots of
.

half-pin-

people would rave like mad if it was

put to 'em, but if th'd speak the truth
which it's as well for them they don't,
they'd say I was quite right."
Ginger glanced at Potty.
"I'va often thought," said he, dark
ly, "that a place where a general
Bwap u wives uuuiu vv tuuue uuw au
then would be very handy."
"What?" said Pinch.
His face glowed with fury and his
eyes blazed disgust at Ginger's calm
and philosophic suggestion.
"What?" he repeated, and after a
struggle for breath "You! "
Words failed him, and with a stupen
.
dous effort he subsided into silence.
a cnap couia mane me swap directly he begins to find his wife a
habit," continued Ginger.
Pinch gradually resumed an appear
ance of sanity as he realized he was
being chaffed.
Ah, said he mopping his brow, "yer
didn't exactly see what I meant, I
was talkin' general, not pussonal.'
Herein Is food for thought and self- -

mm

m

Quite So! " Said
Nutts, Gravely.

Mr.

HAD PREPARED

FOR ORDEAL.

Christening Rehearsal Struck
man 4 New Idea.

Clergy-

"These college girls," Bald a clergyman, as he gazed at the white and
superb ranks of beautiful graduates,
"are a boon to the race. They introduce new ideas. I christened the other
day the first baby of a married col
lege girl. Now, babies usually cry
while they are being christened, but
this one was as quiet as a Iamb.
Throughout the ceremony It smiled
up beautifully Into my face. 'Well,
madam,' said I to the young wife at
the christening's end, 'I must congratulate you on your little one's behavior.
I have christened more than 2,000
babies, but I never before christened
one that bahaved so well as yours.'
The young mother smiled demurely.'
'No wonder he behaved well,' she said.
'His father and I, with a pail of water,
have been practicing christening on
him for the last ten days.' The Idea
of rehearsing a baby for a christen
Ing!
Who but a college girl would
think of such a thing?"
Irreverent Yankee.
Adam Engol, a few days before he
closed his historic chop house in Her
ald square, lunched with a Denver
correspondent "The loss of this chop
house .will be a great loss to New
York," said the correspondent.
"It
will be like," he went on eloquently,
"the obliteration of" soma historic
light"
"I hope," said the modest
Kngal, "that ft won't be so bad as that.
Speaking of lights, by the way, I hope
that my chop house's departure won't
inflict any such loss as a certain Yankee, by an uncontrollable impulse,
once inflicted on a Buddhist temple in
Japan.
They say, yon know, that a
priest, showing this Yankee over an
ancient shrine, led the man reverently
to a small silver lamp. 'This lamp,
sir,' he said, 'has not been extinguished for seve
centuries.' The
Yankee puffed out his cheeks and
blew. 'Well,' he said, 'I guess she's

been believed in so long. I have nevprepared that magic draught,
'twould be a thankless task in an age
of disbelief, and for myself I have
trusted to those charms which prodi
gal Nature has seen fit to bestow.
Heigho! Sirs. I have the honor to .bid
you
I feel strangely moved.
The moon is at its full, and my spirit
feels a call to the empyrean heights.
Fare thee well, good sirs."
He went out. They looked at each
other doubtfully.
"He mad," said Pinch, and the out now, anyway.' "
diagnosis was accepted.
Tom looked troubled.
Provocation Enough.
"I wonder it he knows his way
A deaf old gentleman dined with a
home?"
Bill Jones chuckled. He bad a family where grace wag always said.
larger acquaintance with Mr. Nutts When the guests were seated the host
bowed his head and began to repeat
than had the others.
the accustomed verse In a subdued,
"I shouldn't worry," he said.
"Tom, however, went outside. He reverent tone. "Eh? What's that?"
demanded the deaf old gentleman, who
found Mr. Nutts a few yards away,
beside him. The host smiled pastanding still, with his face upturned sat
tiently
and began again, in a louder,
to the moon.
more deprecatory voice. "Speak a lit"Look here," said Tom, "I suppose
I don't catch what you
tle louder.
that's all rot about this stuff you say," the old gentleman
persisted. A
spoke about, ain't it?"
low ripple of laughter went round the
Mr. Nutts shrugged his shoulders.
table.
The host, his face crimson
"Who knows?" said he. "I have th
with embarrassment, raised his voice
recipe that is all."
and ropeated the verse.
The deaf
"How much would it cost?" In
gentleman did his best to hear, but
quired Tom, cautiously.
failed. He placed one hand upon bis
"A few paltry dollars," said Mr. host's arm.
.."What did you say?" he
gesture.
Nutts, with a fine, disdainful
demanded irascibly. The host cast htm
And, of course, It might not act'. But an angry glance. "D n It, I'm saying
it would certainly be Interesting
grace," he snapped. Llpplncott's

er

good-nigh-

analysis.
"Rummest thing about love," said
Bill Jones, "seeln' as we're talkin'
about it Is the idea chaps get into
their heads directly they catch it
'Ah," said Tom, adopting the sug
the idea as nobody else ever knew
gestion,
"I'm very much Interested in
they've
Think
about
anything at all
it.
"Beauty Doctors" Copy Old Romo."
that. Look here. Here's five dollars.
discovered America ev'ry time."
Juvenal, the Roman satirist, writes
You
up,
some
have
and
let's
It
Make
"Woman!" broke In Tom; "the only
indignantly of the absurd waste of
a
handy
thing
to
have
might
be
see,
It
way to. keep woman in her place Is to
time given to the care of the complex-Ion- ,
let her see yer don't think much of in the house."
"Quite so! Quite so!" said Mr. Nutts ders of the lotions and jellies and powher even if yer do. Let her see yer
for the preservation of the skin.
gravely.
think she's an Interior, which she Is,
"But anything overlaid with so many
to
and
the
shelter
back
Tom
trotted
an' nine cases out o' ten she'll think
cosmetics, and a poultice
you're right, an' treat you with proper Mr. Nutts smiled at the moon.
with Hour, both baked and boiled, shall
respect."
we call It a face or a sore? This thing,
Found the Right Man.
Pinch was
There was a pause.
swollen and ridiculous, the unfortunate
to
spent
a
Kipling
winter
Rudyard
mentally distilling wisdom from the
husband has to contemplate only for
Washington some years ago. One day her lovers does she wash her skin
unforced Impressions of a life's experience.
he was found peering around in the clean." The modern beauty doctors,
"You're wrong, Tom." said he, final- corridors of the state, war and navy writes Mrs. H. W. Nevlnson In the
ly; "quite wrong. Women, for some building. "What Is It, Mr. Killing ?" Hortnlghtly Review, have plagiarized
extraordinary reason, always do try a man who knew him asked. "I want their methods from ancient Rome
to be what men thinks 'em, as you to find the person who knows most the massage, the stroking, the piling
and would be willing to admit that
say, but the better opinion men have about steam engineering." They re
some of the most valuable secrets, inof 'em, they more they think o' them- ferred him to Chief Engineer Melville,
selves, so, yer see, we should always the great steam expert. "What is it?" cluding the "Romun mask," which
think the best of 'em, so as to give 'em asked Melville, after Kipling had been eradicated wrinkles, are lost to them.
"I want to find the man
a chance. 'Course, it's sometimes very introduced.
hard, but it never does no harm to who knows most about steam engi
Easily Adjusted.
Jim' Perry's your man,"
neering.
try."
Chairman Knapp of the interstate
Tom, with the rashness of a bache- said Melville, and he gave Kipling a commerce commission,
told in New
lor, ventured to affirm that it was im- card to Perry. Kipling went down to York
the other day a French railway
possible for anybody In a sane state see Perry, talked with him for half a story. "A traffic
manager," he said,
to hold an exalted opinion of women, day and then wrote his story, "Be"came to the president of the line and
postulating that the only attitude per- tween the Devil and the Deep Sea."
exclaimed disconsolately: 'We ara
missible was sincere pity because
having no end of trouble with the pub--!
they were women.
No Need of a Change.
lie, sir, about those old dark blue cars.
"Look here, young man," said Pinch
She "No, Jack, I'm afraid it's Im
Everybody says they bump so frightWe hould never get on fully In comparison
severely, "I can see very well that possible.
with the new
you're going to have a horrible sur- well together.. You know I always light blue ones, which, of course, run
way
I
days,
lay
own
my
so
much."
and
six
He
want'
of
these
one
prise
very smooth." 'Humph,' said the pres'Well, that's all right. You could go ident; 'we must attend to this matter
to four as you'll be the most
chap in the neighborhood. And on wanting it after we were married." at once. Have all thé old cara painted
Pick Me Up. ':
light blue Immediately.' "
I don"t mind telling you, confidential.
,
d
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AWAITS YOUR ORDER

Hi DIRECTORY

Is carefully compiled and contains a complete alphabetical list of business firms, corporations and private citizens of the entire
county; a miscellaneous directory of city,

school and county off icials,banks,churches,
schools, secret and benevolent societies, labor organizations, a comprehensive description of the resources and development of
the county and the various towns, and a
Classified Business Directory of the Business Firms and Enterprises of the County

The Book

Contains 230 pages and is well printed on
good paper, and is substantially bound. It
friend or cuswill tell your
tomer more about Raton and Colfax county
than you could write to them in a week's
time
out-of-to-

wn

he Price is but $1.00
and is the lowest price ever put on such a
Directory. Mail your order with 10 cents
for postage and the book will be mailed out
the day the order is received. Yovi cannot
invest a dollar to better advantage than to
send the directory to your
patrons or to any interested person, or those
you wish to interest in this progressive to wn
and county. Let your order reach this office at once, that you maybe sure'to receive
a copy while the supply lasts.....
out-of-to- wn

THE RATON
PUBLISHING CO.
RATON, NEW MEXICO.
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CIMARRON WON FRO!.

LOCALS and PERSONALS

A

RATON JULY FOURTH
Interesting

Ball

Game

Maxwell Land Grant 60

Attracted

Dr. Horatio Walker was a buwcess the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pa
large Crowd from This City-Vi- ctors
cific Railway company.
caller in Raton Tuesday.
Received EnthusiMrs. H. M. Letts and daughter, and
astic Reception.
Mr. Williams, of Trinidad, was a
Miss Alice Remley, who are spendbusiness visitor here last Friday.
ing the summer in Cinianun, were in
One of the coming features of the
H. A. Merrill, of liatón, was in the Raton over the Fourth.
Fourth of July celebration at Raton
city for a few hours last Saturday.
There was a large number of la
was the fast game of ball between RaMrs. W. K. Christie left on the borers arrived Tuesday night who ton and Cimarron and
won by the
will work in the camps along the line
morning train for Raton Tuesday.
latter team by a score of 14 to 2.
of the Cimarron Northwestern.
Came was called at 3:30, with the
Dr. Giltner's familiar face is once
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Lambert visitors taking the bat. D. Baldwin
more seen on the streets of C.marron.
and daughter, Edith, of Dorsey, were acted as umpire and began handing
A. H. Robinson, of Dorse?, was
visiting relatives and friends in the out some bad decisions from the
transacting business in town last Satstart and continued to do so until the
city last Saturday and Sunday.
urday. There was a heavy storm passed to last half of the fourth inning. His
Mrs. C. H. I.i'-- t and son of Kochler,
decisions reached a climax when
north of the city on Tuesday aft- Young
the
were the guests of friends in Trinidad
lined out a home run, bring
ernoon passing over Dawson and the
last week.
ing in three scores which were not
Ponil. There has been no damage
allowed by the umpire, who claimed
John Murphy, of Buffalo, N. Y.
'reported.
the hit to be a foul.
was looking after mining interests
Judge Bayne in announcing the
After
considerable
discussion,
here last w eek
of the horse races in Raton Baldwin was removed.
starting
Dr. Farley
Mason Chase was an enthusiastic
July 4. did not forget to turn a few taging his place for the rest of the
fan at the ball game between Raton
funny stunts, combining business with game.
and Cimarron, July 4.
pleasure.
The features were the heavy batting
M. M. Cameron, of Ponil, was in
of
Brooks, Lochard, Donovan, Curry,
G. R. Fletcher, commonly called
the city last Saturday shaking hands "Boots,' and Marion Brown, both of Livingston and Young. The pitching
with his many friends.
the Caliente ranch, served as special of Lochard was a marvelous display
Mrs. Frederis Whitney joined her police during the celebration at Ra- of twirling the sphere, and due to his
speed and dexterous curves, the Ra
husband in Raton Tuesday, both re- ton July 4.
ton boys were unable to cope with
turning by the evening train.
O. H. B. Turner, chief engineer for the visitors and hardly hit him at all
George B. Taxton, of Red River, the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pa- tromthe beginning of the game to
was in the city last Saturday trans- cific railroad, arrived in town Tuesday the last. It was just a case of 1, 2, 3
acting business with the local mer- night. Mr. Turner will look after the and out from start to finish. The
chants.
batting record made by Young was
interests of the company here.
Harry Lambert and wife letnrned
A. J. Mix, wife and son, Loyal, of great and he lined out three
and a home run.
from Caliente Springs on July 4, Maxwell City, were in the city SunCurry was in good form, also makmuch improved in health and report day. Mr. Mix was looking after his
ing two
Brooks and
a very pleasant outing.
business interests here in connection
Diamond came to the "front with a
powith
the Maxweil Mercantile com- few stunts with the stick which did
C. A. Lidsay is now filling the
sition of assistant freight agent for pany.
not make things look very bright for
Raton.
While Livingston seemed to
dren are visiting her parents, Mr. and be somewhat in the background at
Mrs. G. W. Guyer.
the beginning of the game, he won
Mrs. Samuel Pauley and baby, of his laureáis by coming to the front
It is getting n little dry here and Kenton, are at the home of her par- and making a home run in the first
the gras is beginning to turn brown ents, Mr. and Mre. Lawrence, for a half of the ninth.
Donovan was not so slow, making
visit of a few weeks.
io places.
Mr. and Mr. Raukin ani her his little single every time he came
Born, July 4, to Mr. and Mrs. W.
F. Martin, a daughter. Mr. Martin mother, Mrs, Seaburger, were down to hit.
It would have been no trouble at
is foreman of the concrete bridge from the mesa to spend the Fourth.
Mrs. John King and her guests, all to shut Raton out entirely, had it
gang.
not been for the two bad fumbles
Bom, to Mrs. John Klynsma, at the Mrs. King and Mrs. Colwell with made by
Curry and Donovan and the
their
children,
have gone to the ranch
home of her father, John Zwier, last
fly muffed by Fisher in right field.
for a few clays.
Friday, a son.
The only feature of any not of the
The large new stone building on Raton team was the extreme size of
Dr. Hopkins, of Springer, made a
professional visit to Maxwell on the Wall street which is being built by hat worn by its plnyers at the beginMessrs English and Quest, is fast ap- ning, but we have 110 doubt that a
Fourth.
Harry Brennan is clerking in the proaching completion.
few cold towels, such as was handed
store during the absence of Mr. Van - Mrs. King's eisters in law with their them in the fourth inning will somef iur children from Seguin, Texas, are what reduce the size of their think
Bruggen.
Raton was not so slow after
Mrs. J. L. Gunn and sons, of Crov spending a few weeks with Mr. and tanks.
they . made two fine double
as
all,
King,
Mrs.
guests
hew
the
Creek, spent last week
There were quite a number up from plays and were only weak in their
Mrs. S. A. Rogers.
of her eihter-in-labattery and in a few other places.
Payne Wbiteley, Ralph Rogers, Clayton to help ue celebrate.
Dr. Dally hss moved his office into The game ended with a score of 14
Marion Payne and Bert Rogers and
Mr. Ryan's new building on Wall to 2 in favor oí Cimarron.
wife spent the Fourth in Raton.
street.
Miss Viiiney May Littrell, of CimA match game of base ball was
Mr. Winship, of Denver, agent for
arron, was the guest of Miss Anita
played
at Dawson July Fourth be
the Geneva nursery of Nebraska, is in
Van Bruggen all of last week.
Dawson
and Madrid teams for
town
tween
up
looking
business.
F. E. Finley, of Springer, with a
We hud a very nice time here the a purse of $100, and was won by
party of prospective settlers from Oklahoma, were here Friday looking Fourth. Everybody came and brought Dawson by a score of 7 to 2. Madrid
all the children. Thre were races of went up in the air in the first inning
Over lands in the vicinity.
Mrs.
Alexander Livingstone, of all kinds, aball game on Wednesday when the terrible Pettus fanned the
Cimarron, came Friday for a visit and again on Thursday between the breeze three times and siruck out.
again
Madrid did not get a look-i- n
with her mother, Mrs. T. B. Simmons. Texline and FolBom teams. The first
inning.
game
until
The
fourth
the
Miss Bessie Jackson came borne game was won by Texline by a score
was called off in the seventh inning
of
9
to 6, as well as the second game
from Las Vegas Wednesday and reon account of rain.
by a score of 14 to 8. The Pythian
mained over Sunday.
Score by inning was as follows:.
Mrs. E. O. Brown returned Satur- Sisters gave a baoquet at the hall,
R II E
day from Raton, where she had spent followed by a dance. Music was fur- Dawson
x 7 10 2
003301
a week with home folks. Ed was in nished by G. W. Guyer and Mrs. Madrid ..
o 0 0 o o 2
7 7
Thompson, A dance was also held at
from the ranch to meet her,
Summary Struck out by McKeen
William Vao Bniggen left on the the hotel and another on the North 10, Decker 4, Lopez 0; two base hits,
Fourth for Graud Rapids, Mich., Side by the Spanish people. Every- McKeen and Ferraro; three base hits,
whore he expects to visit with his thing passed off pleasantly and all Basfield and Pettus; stolen bases,
went home happy and pleased. The Crow and McKeen; batteries, McJoarents for two or three weeks.
Mies Mary McCown, of El Moro, celebration ended with a fine diplay Keen and Ferraro Decker, Lopez
and Pettus. Umpire, Shea.
Colo., came over on the Fourth and of fireworks in the evening.
will visit for a week or two with the
Insane Man Taken to Asylum.
family of her brother, John McCown.
Another Fourth of July Victim.
Joseph Ward, who for some time
A. L. Mix and family left Sunday
W. J, Fulton, of Ute Park, had a
past has been employed on Johnson
for the mountains where they will narrow-escapfrom death Fourth of
mesa as a farm band, arrived in Cimspend a couple of weeks with the July evening
by the unexpected disarron July i in a sadJy demented
IdanDings on their cattle ranch.
charge of an anvil. While a number
state. The condition of the man was
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Whiteley re- of
citizens of the park were loading
dÍ8COvered bj one of the empioyet at
turned Monday from Raton, where and d.scharging an anvil
that evening I Lambert's hotel, where he was stop- the latter has been for medical treat- it exploded without warning,
blowing ping, and Lis sister, a Mrs. Bohner, of
ment for the last week, and she is far off a small piece of iron
which passed Baldy, was notified, but she was unfrom well yet.
through Mr. Fulton s right hand, tear- able to do anything
toward his supThe Red River Sunday school had ing away
the thumb and passing up- port and stated that for some time
a picnic in the grove near Dorxey on ward, caused a severe flesh
wound on past he had been queer and that she
the Fourth and they were all there his arm above the elbow.
was afraid to have him at her borne.
a ad had a good time, with much fun
Mr. Fulton, was carried to his home
It see ins that the man was formerly
and more feasting. There were lots and Dr. Walker, of
Cimarron, sumdo rancher owning a large
of good things to eat besides the moned, but on account of not receiv a well-tranch near Baldy, but through losses
bountiful supply of ice cream and ing the message
quickly, did not in cattle and other investments bad
fruits. The weather was ideal.
reach the scene of the accident until become almost penniless, which was
Dixie.
about 4 o'clock the next morning. He given as the cause of his present conimmediately amputated the thumb dition,
and dressed tbo wound on the arm,
Folsom Notes.
Dr. Horatio Walker was called and
and at present has Mr. Fulton in Cim- examined the man
thoroughly and
The Misses Julia Newcome and Lois arron under bis care.
As he had no
reported
him
insane.
Mr.
is a
sawmill
Thatcher, of Trinidad, were the guests man ofFulton
Ute Park, and at the time of money or friends who were able to
of Mrs. Hugh Rundell the Fourth.
the accident wan engaged in sawiDg look after him he was removal to
Mrs. W. II. Miller and four chil- timber for the Continental Tie and Raton Tuesday in charge of Deputy
dren, of Clayton, are vieitiug friends Lumber company.
Sheriff O'Sullivan and placed in the
here and will remain some time.
hands of the authorities there, who
Francis White was over from Raton
Where to Stoi in Raton.
will place him in the asylum as soon
to spend the Fourth.
Palace Hotel opposite Santa Fe de-p- as the necessary legal steps can be
Mrs. Goldie Thompson ind chil- Rooms 50 cents and fl.
taken.
tf
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RliNERAL LANDS
Extensive Areas of High and low grade
Ore awaiting Development

Cold Silver Copper
Iron
Our Mining Regulations are very

fav-

orable to the Prospector. These
ulations apply to all Mineral Lands
contained within the Boundaries of the
Grant in New Mexico except reservations indicated on the mineral maps
published by the Company
Reg-

,

Within this reservation Special Arrangements will be made with parties
desiring a large acreage and who are

three-bagge-

prepared to develop the same

three-bagger-

All

are favorable to the success of the
District

Maxwell City

02

well-know-

o.

Conditions

For further i nformati on write

The Maxwell Land Grant Gompany
CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO
o
James Rudolph Uarnejfl, secretary
of the Interior, was standing by the
side of his father In the Pennsylvania
railroad station in Washington on that
fateful day in July, 1881, when the assassin's bullet for the second time
dealt death to a president of the
United States. The secretary was
then only 17 years old Just the age
when the average mind is most susceptible to impressions. Close friends
say that the horror of that hideous
tragedy has never fully left Mr. Garfield's mind, and some of them believe that its effects account for the
half-Baexpression that always lingers in bis face, even when he smiles
or laughs.
According to reports from India,
moving pictures are now being exhibited by agitators as a means of encouraging
the revolutionary idea
among the natives. These pictures
show the Japanese troops defeating
the Russians, and the moral Is tbat
(be Asiatics in India would be able to

Remsberg Mercantile
Company
,

Wholesale Grocers
We are prepared to ship itimediately straight or mixed cars of anything in Groceries, Flour, Hay, Grain, Salt, Potatoes, Salt Meats,
Lard.

Prompt and Special Attention
Always Given to our Orders

Raton,

New Mexico

City and County Tax Levies.

W. C. SCHERRER

&

SONS

do likewise against European armies.
:
Following are tbe city and county Cimarron,
New Mexico
Thus the picture becomes a moving tax levies as fixed upon for the year
Contractors and Builders.
picture in two senses, and doesn't beginning March 1, 1907.
even require a penny in the slot to
City of Raton Water, 4 mills;
Adobe, Stone, Iron, Tin and Woodmake it work.
light, 2 mills; interest on bonds, S
work. Grading, Teams by Day or
ail's; general city purposes, mills; . Weerf. Terms Reasonable. EstiThe American forces In Cuba will park purposes,
J mill; total 13 mills.
mates on Application.
join the Spaniards in erecting a monu
Colfax county General county
ment to Gen. Vera De Rey, who was
fund, 5 mills; court fund, 4 nulls;
killed in action at El Caney on July
g. MEYER
fund, 2 mills; general school
1, 1898.
Tbe general fought stubbornrejail
and
court
house
mills;
ly to maintain a hopeless position, and fund, 3
was killed while trying to extricate pairs, 1 mill; roads and bridges, 2
t-Law
mills; special bridge, 2 mills: feeding
the remainder of his command.
prisoners, 1 mills; special levy made Rooms 6 and 7, Roth Block.
Raton
by territorial cattle sanitary board,
A New York magistrate has decided
that it is no crime to kiss a girl on tbe 8 mills for cattle and 5 mills for Auto Car Making Regular Trips.
Street if she does not object But It sheep; wild animal bounty on all live
Is likely to distract attention from tbe stock, 4 mills; territorial' purposes 14, . Tbe anto car recently purchased by
trderly transaction of business, and, mills; total 47 mills.
the St. Louis, Rooky Mountain and
therefore, is in restraint of trade, and
Special levy, school district No. 11 Pacific railway company to run belubject to injunction.
(Raton) 10 mills; interest fund levy tween Cimarron and Ute Park began
school district No. 11, 2 mills; total, its regular trips last Monday.
The
Already the heir to the Spanish 12 mills.
car leaves Cimarron at 7 a. m.. arthrone has enlisted in the army, but
rives at Ute Park at 7:45. Returning
previous engagement with the nuiB-Init leaves Ute Park at 5:10 p. m. and
FOR
SALE.
bottle will prevent blm from JoinA brand new rooming house and arrives at Cimarron at 5:55.
ing his regiment for several days.
In connection with this a stage line
restaurant property in Cimarron, is
paying $900 per year rent now and operates between Ute Park and Taos,
An Indiana woman has been sent to
can be bought for $4,500 cash. In- leaving the forme r place at 8 a. m.
the insane asylum because she tried to
vest your savings and make 20 per sod arriving at Taos at 6 p. m. Rebuy out several shopkeepers. It must
cent interest on your money from the turning, it leaves Taos 7:80 a. m.
have been from a town where they do
start besides getting the benefit of arriving at Ute Park at 5 p. m. The
not advertise.
the increase in the price of real estate. above service is daily except Sunday.
The company's object in selling is to
Be" sure your sin will find you out.
put the money into other buildings
Subscribe for the Cimarron News-Pres- s.
This familiar warning is being em- for
the accommodation of new comers
phasized nowadays by the frequency
It will cost you just two dolwho are arriving in town every day.
with which partners In Iniquity turn
a
lars
year.
Address the Cimarron
n
For further particulars address
state's evidence.
Publishing Co., Cimarron, N. M.
Lumber company.

i

Attorney

g

Cim-at.'i-

